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Alumni Benefit Card
With the ABC card take advantage of year-round benefits.

The
Basic
Card
•

•
•

Additional
Privileges

Purchase this card for $10
and you'll receive:
•
•

Use of the PSU typing room
20% discount on PSU Dance, Theater
and music presentations
One time 10% discount on PSU Bookstore merchandise
Lowcost Recreational equipment rental and usage of
the PSU Gameroom Bowl & Billiards
Discounts from Hertz rent-a-car, Nendels Inns, the
Portland Opera . .. and more!

With additional user's
fees, Basic Alumni
Benefit Card holders
are entitled to:

• Campus Recreation Facilities:
Privileges include use of: circuit training and weight rooms;
pool; small gym; tennis, racquetball, squash and gamefield
fitness courts. A basket, lock and towel are provided; alumni
must provide their own clothing. $55 per year.

• Library Privileges:
With this privilege, you may check out five books at one time
for a two-week period, no renewals. $15 per year.

• University Parking:
An alumni permit allows you to use non-reserved spaces in
PSU's permit parking structures from 1:00 p.m. to 7:00 a.m.
weekdays, and all day Saturday and Sunday. $10 per term.

Call today and order your PSU Alumni Benefit Card. Alumni Affairs, 464-4948
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AROUND THE PARK BLOCKS

Letters

Plays of Yeats
celebrated

Outstanding article
Congratulations .. . for an outstanding article ("Read a Good Children's Book Lately?" Winter 1988) . Everyone who has read
it ag rees it is one of the best pieces on
children's books to appear in a long time.
Eric Kimmel
PSU Professor of Education

Staying involved
Although, 18 years and more than a thousand miles separate me from Portland
State, PSU Magazine keeps alive the spirit
of staying involved .
Sharon Kaul ('70 BS)
Beverly Hills, Calif.

Apples for the teachers
A computer link between student
teachers in six Portland-area schools and
the PSU School of Education is in the
works, thanks to a new $105,614 equipment
grant from Apple Computer Inc.
Twelve Macintosh computers will be
installed in the School of Education and
linked by phone to six computers in local .
elementary and high schools. The equipment is due to be installed in late spring
and the classroom work will begin next
fall.
The experimental program is expected
to improve working conditions for teacher
candidates, according to Judy Allen ,
associate professor of education. Professors
and their students can work together on
course development, teaching plans and
teaching techniques through the computers.
" This is going to give us quick , instant
feedback on what works and what doesn't
work," said Allen.
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PSU brings
Carl Sagan to Portland
Famed astronomy, space and planetary
sciences professor, Carl Sagan, is coming
to Portland for two events Tuesday, June
Yl, co-sponsored by Portland State University and the Institute for Science,
Engineering and Public Policy.
Sagan will be the keynote speaker for
an afternoon public policy workshop entitled "The Technological Future of the
P-acifrc Northwest." The workshop begins
at noon at the Portland Hilton Hotel with
Sagan discussing "The Fork in the Road:
Two Futures for the Human Species."
Following the opening luncheon are two
afternoon sessions, each dealing with a
different theme involving the technological
future of the P-acific Northwest. For the
sessions, Sagan will act as catalyst and
commentator and work with a panel of
local experts and leaders.
That evening from 7 to 9 p.m. at
Portland Civic Auditorium Sagan will update and explore with the audience one of
his favorite topics, " The Origins of Life in
the Universe and the Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence." His lecture and slide
presentation will be followed by an extensive question and answer period.
Tickets for both events may be purchased
at major ticket outlets. A 15 percent discount for the afternoon workshop is
available to Portland State alumni .

A major symposium at Portland State,
''The Theatre of Myth: The Neglected
Drama of W. B. Yeats," will draw national
attention to poet William Butler Yeats' less
widely known reputation as a playwright,
author of 26 plays and founder of the Irish
National Theatre.
The April I0-15 symposium, which commemorates the 50th anniversary of the
death of Yeats, will be presented in conjunction with the Storefront Theatre's production of Yeats' "The Cuchulain Cycle,"
five plays about the Irish Celtic hero. The
complete cycle will be performed each
night during its April 12-30 run at the
Portland Center for the Performing Arts.
At PSU, local and national scholars,
writers, actors and directors will offer free
daily lectures and panel discussions on
Yeats' contributions to theater and his
sources in mythology.
James Flannery, the world's foremost
critic, scholar and director of Yeats , will
give the keynote address at 8 p.m. , April
10, in 75 Lincoln Hall. Flannery, who is
producing and directing " The Cuchulain
Cycle" at the Abbey Theatre in Dublin
later this year, will speak on " Memories
and Prophecies: Yeats and the 21st Century."
" The Theatre of Myth" is sponsored by
the Oregon Committee for the Humanities
and the Oregon Council of Teachers of
English. For more information, call PSU
English professor Shelley Reece at
464-3193.

Conference looks
to future
Helping future generations adapt to
rapid technological and economic changes
is a concern of the conference "Education
and Entrepreneurship: Creating the Enterprising Community" scheduled for Thursday,
May 18, from 11:30 a.m. to 5 p.m . at the
Portland Marriott Hotel.

Speakers fo r the afternoon event will be
Dav id Pearce Snyder, editor of Th e
Futurist magazine, and Professor Karl
Vesper from the University of Washington.
The conference is sponsored by the Institute for Science, Engineering and Public
Policy and the Center for Entrepreneurship
at Portland State.
Known as a dynamic speaker, Snyder is
a futuri st with experience as a senior officer fo r the Internal Revenue Service, a
consultant to the Rand Corp., and an
instructor fo r the CIA's Defense
Intelligence School.
Vesper is a professo r of business administration, mechanical engineering and
marine studies, and has lectured and consulted on entrepreneurship in the U.S.A.,
Canada and Europe for organizations such
as IBM , the Strategic Planning Institute,
Westinghouse and Imperial Oil . He has
published nearl y 100 articles and books
since 1960, including New Venture
Strategies, a definitive textbook on
entrepreneurs.
According to Snyder, no nation in
recorded history has ever managed to succeed itself as the leader from one " technoeconomic era to the next." The United
States could be the first to thwart this
scenario because of the openness and flexibility of its social, political and economic
structures. The key to a successful transition , said Vesper, is the entrepreneurial
process: the research, development and
successful commercialization of new products, services and ways of doing things.
The May 18 conference will prov ide a
fo rum for business, government and education leaders to respond to the need fo r innovation and entrepreneurship in the
business and educational communities. For
more info rmation on the conference, contact the Institute fo r Science, Engineering
and Public Policy, 464- 4788. PSU alumni
are eligible fo r a 15 percent discount.

route and runners race at 8:30 a. m. along
a JO-kilometer course ending at S.W.
Salmon and First.
The event benefits the PSU student
scholarship fund. Entry forms and course
information is avail able at major retail
sports outlets. Individual ent rance fees are
$5 walkers, $6 runners and T-shirts are $7.

Families that learn
together
Science isn't nearl y as fo rbidding fo r a
child when dad or mom serves as a lab
partner.
Famil y Science, a new Po rtland- based
outreach program which encourages science
awareness by having children and parents
learn and enjoy science together, has won
a three-year, $325,000 grant from Chevron
U. S.A. Inc.

The Famil y Science project is specifically des igned to address the underrepresentation of female and minority
students in sc ience-based careers and
pursuits.
"We offer parents and children the
chance to learn about science together in
an open atmosphere which rewards communication, group work and cooperation
across age and gender boundaries," said
Madeline B. Moore, director of Northwest
EQUALS, the prog ram in PSU 's Division
of Continuing Education receiving the new
grant.
A companion Northwest EQUALS learn
ing project, Family Math , has already
achieved notable success in helping famil y
members in Oregon, Washington and
Idaho to master mathematics skills in
church, social and school settings.
For further information about the program , contact Madeline Moore at the Northwest EQUALS office, (503) 464- 3045.

Runners and walkers
get ready!
The 9th Annual Viking Classic is
planned fo r Sunday, May 21. Walkers leave
campus at 8:15 a. m . on a five-kilometer

Bill and Evelyn Flowers and their son Jared enjoy learning together in the new outreach
program, Family Science.
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At a Crossroad
New leadership and a proposed study of Portland's higher education
needs will shape PSU for the '90s and beyond.
By John R. Kirkland
group of Portland State professors
may have summed up a complex ,
controversial , political problem in
the most simple and eloquent statement to
date when , in January, in an open letter
that appeared in the Vanguard, they wrote:
" Every parent knows the difficulty of
accepting the child that they have known,
as the adult the child has become."
Their focus in the student newspaper
was not fam ily problems, but Portland
State University itself.
Dealing on one side with its past - its
"childhood" - as an undergraduate college, and reconciling it with the
multifaceted research institution it has
become, Portland State finds itself at a
crossroad.
The word "crossroad" becomes even
more apparent when one considers that the
university is likely to have a new president
within the next 18 months, that the state
has a new chancellor of higher education,
and that there will be a blue ribbon study
of the higher education needs of the
Portland area which will mold PSU's
future in ways previous studies have not.
"Never has there been such an opportunity for change," said Robert Wise,
PSU's director of planning.

A
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Exactly what road the university takes
is the subject of speculation and rumor
throughout the campus and the community.
The social research professors who wrote
the open letter did so in response to an
editorial in The Oregonian that called
Portland State "at once . . . ambitious and
insecure."
Rather than simply having "aspirations"
of being a first-rate research institution,
they wrote that in certain areas especially urban issues, human services,
aging concerns, population studies and urban education - it already is.
At the same time, a study titled "A
Future of Growth" urged PSU to expand
its graduate programs in engineering and
hard sciences, not just for its own sake,
but to attract and nurture high tech industry in the Portland metropolitan area .
Those kinds of businesses need a university in their back yard for research, continuing education, and to draw a well-trained
work force, the report said. Without it,
business might go elsewhere, and the
metropolitan economy - and the state's will suffer.
Some social researchers saw that proposal as a change in emphasis away from
the programs they fought to build . With
limited dollars to go around , could PSU
afford both?

" Social science is an important area .
We ought to go with these strengths,
especially since it's cost effective to do
so," said Dr. Arthur C. Emlen , director of
the nationall y respected Regional Research
Institute for Human Services at Portland
State.
Ironically, some rumors among faculty
in the hard sciences say that the state
wants to pull all graduate programs at
PSU and return it to its pre-l960s status
as an undergraduate college.
" I think that's inane," said interim PSU
President Roger Edgington . "I think we
are on the threshold of greatness. We are
destined to be a great university in the
state of Oregon."
Edgington has the utmost confidence
that the proposed study of higher education in Portland will set the stage for that
greatness. So has Mark Dodson, member
of the State Board of Higher Education's
Executive Committee.
" I think anyone who looks at this area
is going to see that the need for higher
education is here, and that Portland State
should be the centerpiece," he said . And if
the study calls for a major new boost in
programs, " I expect (Gov. Neil
Goldschmidt) to be the first in line to get
it done."
The State Board has recommended the
Governor appoint by executive order a

If PSU sees needs that are greater than
what the Governor's office is wi lling to
fund , the situation is nothing new. Said
Edgington, " I've been here 12 years, and
I've yet to see a time when there wasn't a
competition fo r resources."
PS U faculty are writing to legislators
fo r a better cut , and Edgington has been
in talks with Bragdon.

"Portland is a city on
which everything in Oregon
Pivots and will always
pivot... Here are all the
leading institutions
excepting only educational
institutions and the State
Capitol."
From a 1909 report

commission to conduct the study. If approved and funded , according to the
Board 's timetable, the study could be
underway by April 15 of this yea r and
completed by March 1990.
o why wo rry?
?art of the answer can be fo und
in the Governor's office.
In his budget recommendation to the
Legislature, Goldschmidt as ked fo r a 10
percent tuition hike for Uni versity of
Oregon and Oregon State Uni versity, while
PSU got only 5 pe rcent. The reason fo r
the discrepancy, according to Goldschmidt's higher education advisor f>-aul
Bragdon and echoed by members of the
PSU administration, is that PSU students
are not as wealthy as students in Eugene
and Corvallis, and that the governor did
not want to jeopardize their access to
education.

S

(John R. Kirkland, a Portland free-lance
writer and photographer, is a fre quent
contributor to PSU Magazine.)

Yet in the competition for state
resources, it's little wonder that many at
PSU feel slighted .
Meanwhile, The Oregonian, paraphrasing Bragdon, wrote " it's important to
make a distinction between the two major
research universities in the state - UO
and Oregon State University - and the
rest of the system's schools.
"The educational needs of the greater
Portland area could be served better,
especially at the graduate levels, but that
should be accomplished by cooperation with
the larger schools, not by establishing a
third major uni versity, he said ."
In talking with PSU Magazine, Bragdon
was noncommittal about the possibil ity of
major new graduate programs. Much of
that, he said , will be determined by the
new study.
" No one can predict what the long run
future will be, but the present is a uni versity with a mission on the undergraduate
level, some strong graduate programs, and
I doubt that the governor would see that
general configuration is going to change,"
he said .

" I thin k it's something that transcends
even money, although we want the extra
$2. 5 million (tuition increase) ," Edgington
said . "It's the fea r or concern that we
would be perceived as a second tier in the
state system of higher education, below
University of Oregon and Oregon State
Uni versity."
A separate but equally important issue
in Edgington's mind is the proposed comprehensive study which he views as an opportun ity fo r growth fo r Portland State.
The higher education needs of Portland
has been the subject of studies fo r
decades .
Consider this report from a national
education committee in 1909.
" Portland is a city on which everything
in Oregon pivots and will always pivot. . ..
Here are all the leading institutions of
Oregon excepting onl y educational institutions and the State Capitol. The people of
Portland are becoming thoroughl y aroused
regarding this important matter. The
newspapers are discussing the question and
the time is ripe fo r concerted action fo r
the establishment of an institution of
higher learning there."
Eighty years and countless studies later,
the Portland area's importance to the state's
economy has not diminished . But the
higher ed profile has. Even though Reed
College, Lewis and Clark College and the
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University of Portland were up and running_ when the report was written , it was
still two world wars and 35 years away
from the establishment of PSU.
Now with the second highest enro ll ment in the state, Portland State and its
role in the community has been scrutini zed
on paper by independent panels, business
groups, and the university itself as it has
grow n in stature. The fact that the State
Board is proposing yet another stud y
leaves some at the uni versity scratching
their heads.
What promises to make this one diffe rent from the others is its connection
with state government. According to PSU
Planning Director Wise, previous studies
have been done by institutions or groups
associated either with the uni versity or
Portland. A blue ribbon panel organized
on a state level will be more broadly based ,
less biased.
It also will be more of a hard planning
document. It will be an action plan , and
because it will look at all facilities in the
Portland area it will give the State Board
of Higher Education and the Governor a
map for the future.
" I would hate to see us put one mo re
study on the stack," said Dodson of the
State Board . " What we need is a group of
people who could make an expert assessment of the area and implement it. I don't
think anybody involved in this looks at it
as just another study."
The end product, he said , will have
specific recommendations for PSU 's role
in the next five years as well as the long
term future .
Said Bragdon, "There are some useful
studies that have been done in the past ,
but there are none I'm awa re of that considers the range of subjects that might be
considered and engages all of the interests
bearing on the problems (as this would)."
he project is likely to take into
account ''A Future of Growth ," the
report issued in December by a
subcommittee of the Portland State University Advisory Board .
It states that Portland's system of higher
education is sorely underdeveloped in the
science and engineering fields, especially
in Ph .D. programs, when compared with
other major metropolitan areas in the
United States. In fact , of 33 cities the
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grou p researched , onl y Portland and
Indianapo lis are without a complete set of
bas ic science a nd engineering graduate
prog rams within a major uni versity.
While it was understandable fo r the
state system to concentrate sc ience programs in Euge ne and Corvallis when
agriculture and timber ruled the state's
economy, that policy " is not compatible
with the present and future hightechno logy and service economy and cannot meet the needs of the growing
Portl and metropolitan area," it states.
High tech businesses , in order to
thri ve, need a uni versity with doctoral programs in science and engineering within
commuting range. Although the report keys
in on PSU to be the main prov ider in that
role, it also recommends cooperation with
Orego n Health Sciences Uni versity,
Orego n Center fo r Adva nced Techno logy
Edu cati on (OCATE), Oregon Graduate
Center, U of 0 , OSU, the Uni versity of
Portland and Washington State Uni versity.
It stresses the Oregon Graduate Center
because of its locati on in Washington
County, the headquarters of Tektroni x and
other high tech firms.
" There is an efficiency of hav ing a
single coordinator or prov ider," said
Thomas Macke nzie, pres ident of Mackenzie Engineering and chairman of the subcommittee th at wrote the report . " We have
OCATE and the O rego n Graduate Center
rece ivi ng pu blic funds, as well as Portland
State, and they' re overl apping. That certainly can't be efficient w ith the taxpayer's
dollars."
Mackenzie describes a kind of symbiotic relationship between research
uni versities and high tech industry:
employees get advanced deg rees to move
up in the ir careers, company engineers
perfo m1 research and teach classes at the
uni versity, and businesses use that research
to grow. Two of Mac kenz ie's own
engineers teach graduate courses at PSU.
Salaries alone are a good indicator of
what adva nced deg rees can do. Average
starting pay fo r an electrical engineer with
a bachelor deg ree is $2,477 per month ,
compared to $3,011 fo r a masters and
$4,071 fo r a Ph . D.

Places such as Boston, the Triangle
Research ?ark in North Caro lina, and
Silicon Valley have science- based
businesses intertwined with major
uni versities.
By not addressing the need fo r more
sc ience and eng ineering prog rams,
Mac kenzie said , " I think in the long run
there are two things that could occur :
either Washington State will move into the

High tech businesses, in
order to thrive, need a
university with doctoral
programs in science and
engineering within
commuting range.
gap, or the metropolitan area is not going
to draw the kinds of industry we want in
Orego n.
" I think (Charl es Irwin) Wilson said
' what's good fo r General Motors is good
fo r the country.' Well , what's good fo r the
metropoli tan area is good fo r the state.''
Mac kenzie said the demand fo r
engineering classes at PSU is so high that
students are being turned away fo r lack of
space, and a lack of money is hampering
the uni ve rsity's effort to make more room .
Conspicuously absent from the report is
an estimate of cost, and it is a subject that
ne ither Mackenzie no r the PSU administration will touch. The specifics on
how much money will be needed are not
likely to be spelled out until after the next

study. Dodson said PS U and the State
Board will need time to make a cred ible
case to the gove rnor and the legislature,
and that "realisti call y, anything requiring a
great dea l of money will have to wait until
1991."

F

or Dodson and PS U administrators,
the questi on of money goes beyond
Portland.

" The real questi on is whether the state,
overall , spends enough money on higher
educati on," said Wise, who noted th at
Orego n ranked 40th amo ng the 50 states
in spending increases for hi gher education
over the past 10 years.
Dodson said Governo r Goldschmidt
" twisted a lot of arms" in the Legislature
during the 1987 session to get more money
fo r higher education. He was successful in
obta in ing what Dodson said was an " unexpected " $150 million, although he said too
much of the money went into "bri cks and
mortar."
Dodson said the spending recommendation the State Board sent to the governor
this session addressed the problem , saying
that the state needs to spend more money
on fac ulty salaries to att ract the best and
the brightest to Oregon, o r risk losing
them to other uni versities.
" Some of our best (professors) are turning down very lucrati ve offers because
they don't want to dig up their roots and
leave. But you can only count on that fo r
so long," he said .

(Continued on page 17)
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The enterprising
•
engineer
A new master's degree program at Portland State is teaching our engineers and
scientists how to manage the people, pace, and success of today's technology.
By Kathryn Kirkland

oung engineers often find
themselves grappling with finite
pieces of the technical puzzle.
The problems are defined , the material
and processes familiar, with measurable
solutions in sight.

Y

After a few years of purely technical
work, successful engineers are frequently
given the opportunity to delegate responsibility to others and oversee a project.
How do these same engineers, accustomed to the certainty of their science,
now deal with people, organizations,
finances, the market - in other words,
major uncertainties?
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Taking engineering and science projects from the drawing board to the reality
of business and competitive markets is
what makes science practical for
mankind. Programs in Engineering
Management are now offered at universities across the nation to bridge this gap
between technical expertise and management responsibility.
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Dr. Dundar Kocaoglu is director of PSU's popular new Engineering Management Program.
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A master's degree in Engineering
Management has also found a receptive
home at Portland State University since
the fall of 1987. The program's first student graduated in December.
Dundar Kocaoglu , director of PSU's
Engineering Management Program
(EMP) , has been pleased with the
response. He served as head of a similar
program at the University of Pittsburgh
and is a widely published author on the
subject. Kocaoglu projected the program
would enroll 30 to 35 students this
academic year, but instead it has over 90
students, a waiting list of 30 and has
received over a thousand inquiries.
Managers or would-be managers
employed in Oregon and southern
Washington's high technology field are
coming to Portland State at night , usually
with the blessing and bankroll of the
companies they work for. These engineers
and scientists are already performing
some form of management duties, a common scenario in the industry. In fact , the
Engineering Manpower Commission estimates that between 67 and 87 percent of
engineers take on management duties,
spending over two-thirds of their careers
as managers .
The program , which is first in the
state of Oregon , counts among its students
technical consultants, product managers,
development engineers and systems
analysts from Bonneville Power Admjnistration , CH2M Hill , Hyster,
Tektronix, NW Natural Gas , CD Medical
and many other companies.
These graduate students average 32
years in age with seven years of experience in their technical field . The
EMP rarely accepts anyone with less than
four years' experience because that is the
point at whjch opportunities for management usually arise.
"We typically see that between three
and seven years after graduation an
engineer comes to a decision point," said
Kocaoglu. "An engineer is thrust into a
project situation where he has to deal not
only with the materials he is already
familiar with but also people, finances
and so forth. He decides whether to pursue more deeply his specialty or take the
management ladder. We want to come in
at that point where the individual has
made a conscious decision ."

CROSS: I work with
people a good percentage
of the time but a lot
of the important
decisions are still
related to product and
knowing the technology
behind the product.

That's not to say many EMP students
don't do both. The best project or team
managers must be up-to-date on the
technical side, too.
arrell Cross, the EMP's first
graduate this last winter has been
a mechanical engineer at Hyster
for the last 19 years working his way up
the company's corporate ladder.
As a beginning engineer in 1970 he
became an acoustic specifications expert
looking at how to reduce noise level in
the company's trucks. Over the years he
took on responsibilities as a supervising
engineer, then a manager of product planning, and effective Feb. l, Cross was promoted to manager of engineering test and
research . In his new position he will
supervise 60 employees.
Cross can't point specifically to his
EM degree as the impetus for his promotion , but he figures it didn't hurt .
He decided to enroll in the program
because of the career and self- growth
possibilities it offered. " Being an
engineer I didn't have a lot of business
background ," said Cross. " Whenever I
would get into a management meeting and
they talked about return on investment,
return on sales, net price levels and
things like that I wasn't real comfortable.
Taking some of the MBA type courses
associated with the EM program has
taken care of that problem."

D

Along with the EMP's core curriculum, Cross took advantage of elective
courses in upper division mechanical
engineering. "You have to stay in touch
with the technical aspect of the profession," said Cross. "I work with people a
good percentage of the time but a lot of
the important decisions are still related to
product and knowing the technology
behind the product."
In his new position Cross doesn't expect to be out working with a sound
meter or pressure gauge in hand. But,
equipped with noise test results and
pressure schedules and, based on past experience and new technologies, he will
make judgements on where his division
should be going.
The EMP at Portland State allows
students to deepen their technical expertise as Cross did , as well as learn
management skills. The program is
strongly supported by the Business
School . In fact , 40 percent of the courses
come from the school, including accounting, marketing, finance, behavior science
and organization theory. " Without this
type of support between the engineering
and business school a program like this
would be extremely difficult," said
Kocaoglu .
Core classes in the School of
Engineering and Applied Science include
Engineering Management Concepts and
Principles, Management Decisions in
Engineering, and Operations Research in
Engineering Management. Students may
also choose from Software Engineering,
Product and Professional Liability, and
Quality Control , to name a few.
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This curriculum is fairly typical of
engineering management programs around
the country. More than 100 universities
now offer the degree. Pioneered in the
1940s and '50s , graduate EM programs
experienced a growth spurt in the 1970s
and their numbers have quadrupled in the
last decade, according to Kocaoglu .
Portland State's program may be a
latecomer to the national scene but with
Kocaoglu's help, recognition is coming
fast. The editorial offices of a national
engineering management magazine and
textbook company are now located on
campus, and PSU has been chosen , along
with eight other institutions, to create a
National Science Foundation research program in engineering and technology
management.

nized the community's need for a
technical management program .
Tom Long, vice president for the
Technology Group at Tektronix , shares
Kocaoglu 's vision . As chairman of the
program's advisory council, Long joins
other company and agency executives in
providing advice and counsel on the
changing needs of the technical
community.
" What I see coming out of engineering
management is a kind of marriage between science, technology and business.
Currently that need is not being met ,"
said Long.
Long himself has a bachelor's in electrical engineering and a master's in
business administration. Most of the
managers at Tektronix are engineers, but

MARTIN: Every time I
think I've done
all I can in
programming and
it's getting old,
it all changes.

On a more local level the Oregon
Center for Advanced Technology Educa- .
tion (OCATE) is co- sponsoring with
Portland State a year-long series of free
lectures by experts in technology management. Most of the lectures are being held
at Tektronix .
nvolving local experts and companies
in the EMP is important to Kocaoglu.
It was pressure from Westinghouse,
Rockwell and U.S. Steel that started the
engineering management program he
directed at University of Pittsburgh.
Looking for this same kind of support ,
Kocaoglu visited technical company executives in the Portland area before coming to Portland State and found them
receptive. Taking into consideration the
pattern of growth of the high tech industry in Washington County, he recog-

I
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the company has what they call a dual
ladder: an engineer can choose to rise
through the corporate management ranks
or remain on a technical track.
"There are people who just don't want
to be bothered with people issues ," said
Long. " I often tell people electrons are
far more predictable than people are."
Bob Martin has chosen Tektronix's
management track . As a software
engineering manager in Tek's Vancouver
plant, Martin manages from 3 to 15 software engineers depending on the project.
Martin has also chosen PSU's engineering
management program.
" My experience with the industry in
general indicates very few people in
engineering management are actually
trained in management by the time they
get into it,'' said Martin . He uses himself
as an example. Starting in 1967, Martin

spent five years as a programmer and
then , finding that most commercial software was developed by teams, took a
leadership role.
Through the years, Martin, 44, has
moved back and forth between "engineering grunt jobs" and management. As far
as he is concerned there is a penalty for
going too far too soon. "Technology is
changing very rapidly and you can get into a position where you are trying to
manage engineers and you really don't
understand what they are doing. It is not
what you used to be doing when you
were an engineer."
Martin is determined to ride the boundary between the two, keeping his
technical competence and at the same
time improving his management skills.
That is where Portland State's EMP
comes in .
Obviously Martin would not be where
he is today without having acquired competent management skills. But he is the
first to admit that he has his strengths
and weaknesses . " For instance, figuring
out how to optimize allocation of
resources is easy for a simple project but
the big projects can be overwhelming."
When he began looking around for
schooling to fit his needs he talked with
Kocaoglu , and the EMP sounded right.
"Every single class has something
valuable to give. It is very relevant and
has given me a much broader view of activities as a manager."
Martin is in no hurry to finish
Portland State's program just as he is in
no hurry to become a full - time manager.
" Every time I think I've done all I can in
programming and it's getting old , it all
changes."
Performing two roles simultaneously,
that of specialist and manager of
technology, has its appeal for Martin ,
Cross and many of the engineering
management program's students. Armed
with an EM degree these technology professionals can advance in management
without sacrificing the satisfaction and the
competitive edge of their own technical
expertise. D

in the
Soviet Union and China
Extraordinary economic and social changes are taking place in China and the Soviet
Union. For the first time anywhere, scholars from these countries and the U.S. meet at PSU
to discuss these historic transformations.
By Neil Brady
he Soviet Union has withdrawn
from Afghanistan and announced
that it will reduce its military
manpower by 500,000 men over the next
two years .
In China, "to get rich is glorious" is
an official Communist Party slogan and
peasants now sell 18 percent of their
harvest on the free market.
" We are racing toward convergence of
the socialist and capitalist systems ," said
Lewis and Clark Professor Rick Stielman,
speaking at last month's conference at
PSU on "The Transformation of Socialism in the Soviet Union and China ."
"Five years from now socialism may not
even exist."
"There is no need to worry," replied
Alexander Nagorniy, a fellow panelist
from the Soviet Academy of Sciences. " I
assure you [Professor Stielman] that in
five years socialism will still be around
and you will still have your job."

T

(Portland writer Neil Brady is taking
classes at Portland State and teaching
English as a second language.)

Frank exchanges such as these typified
last month's conference at PSU on the
changing face of socialism. Organized by
Dr. Mel Gurtov, director of international
studies and professor of political science
at PSU, the conference brought distinguished Soviet, Chinese, and American
scholars together for the first time
anywhere to discuss the reforms.
Gurtov, who is an expert on international politics with Asia, said the idea for
the conference originated a little over a
year ago.
"There seemed to be three good
reasons for a conference such as this : 1)
it was an extremely interesting topic ; 2)
no one else seemed to be doing it; and ,
3) discussions about China and the Soviet
Union tend to be focused on the arms
race. We wanted to delve more deeply into the two societies."
As the conference date approached and
Moscow announced that Gorbachev would
travel to Beijing in mid-May for the first
Sino-Soviet summit since 1959, the PSU
conference took on an added significance.
Gurtov said, "Some of the Chinese participants said to me that this conference

was important not only as an exciting exchange of ideas but that it was also part
of a diplomatic warming taking place between China and the Soviet Union ."
For the 1,100 spectators who attended
over a four-day period , the conference
provided a unique opportunity to dig
behind the daily news media's somewhat
superficial view of these reforms (i.e.
"Gorbymania") and to see what is actually happening in two countries where Tl
percent of the world's population (1.4
billion people) resides.
o understand last month's discussion at PSU, it is necessary to
place both countries' " reform
movements" in their proper historical
contexts. When Deng Xiaoping initiated
his economic modernization program in
1978, China was emerging from the
tumultuous era of the Cultural Revolution
(1966-76). Per capita food consumption
had stagnated at the same low level for
the past 19 years and the Chinese population was disillusioned with life under the
Communist Party leadership.

T
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While enjoying a higher level of industrialization, the Soviet Union that Gorbachev inherited in 1984 was also reeling
from the effects of economic stagnation
and political mismanagement.

Whereas China has
advanced further in
economic reform
(perestroika), the Soviet
Union has allowed a
greater amount of political
freedom (glasnost).
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The Soviet Union had experienced
several years of negative economic growth
and was lagging further and further
behind the rest of the world in such key
modern industries as communication and
high technology. In the realm of politics,
government bureaucracies were bloated
and corrupt, and the general populace
was uninspired and cynical of the Communist Party's ability to lead the country.
Faced with societies in crisis, Gorbachev and Deng both saw the need to
take drastic action.
According to the PSU panelists, the
long- range goals of Gorbachev's and
Deng's reform movements are very similar.
However, the short-term implementation of
these reforms have taken very different
forms. Whereas China has advanced further in economic reform (perestroika), the
Soviet Union has allowed a greater amount
of political freedom (glasnost).
One major goal of both reform
movements is to move away from rigid
centralized planning of the economy and
encourage a certain amount of
entrepreneurship.
In 1978 the Chinese began an experiment with the " household responsibility
system." Under this system, peasants paid
a fixed amount to the state but then were
free to grow whatever they pleased and
sell it at whatever price they could get.
The experiment proved an enormous success, the government expanded the scope
of its program, and by 1984 96 percent of
Chinese peasants were involved in the
new system and agricultural production
nearly doubled.
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"Exhibition of Farm Tools at a Commune"
by Kuo Wen-Shau. Estampes Chinoises.
Panelist Gilbert Rozman , professor of
sociology at Princeton University, observed that the Chinese are quite capable
of developing a modern "entrepreneurial
class". The Chinese, he said , have
thousands of years of experience with
small, household enterprises. Moreover,
compared to the Soviet Union, the
Chinese Revolution occurred so recently
that many peasants have retained the
skills and the knowledge to operate effectively in a household-based (as opposed
to a commune or village-based)
agricultural system.
Another advantage that China has in
the development of a modern, entrepreneurial class is the existence of many
overseas Chinese. These internationallyexperienced businessmen are eager to invest in the mainland and have intimate
knowledge of Chinese language and
culture. Of the 7,800 joint-ventures
licensed in China in 1987, 80 percent
were consummated with companies in
Hong Kong.

In addition to these businessmen there
are now 40,000 Chinese students studying
overseas (including 20,000 studying in the
U.S. and 67 studying at PSU this year) .
Upon their return to China , foreign educated students can contribute their
technical know- how and their knowledge
of foreign entrepreneurship.
The Soviet Union, on the other hand ,
has moved more slowly towards economic
reform. After 70 years of communism ,
the state planning and production hierarchy is well-developed and resistant to
change. Workers are hesitant to embrace
any concept that threatens their steady income and guaranteed employment.
When Gorbachev announced that collective farms could sell as much as 30
percent of what they grew for higher
prices in open farm markets, the farms
sold only 2 percent of their harvest at the
higher price. Most farms preferred to sell
to a familiar, guaranteed buyer, the state
procurement agency.
Likewise in Moscow: with a total
population of 8.5 million , only 11,000
people submitted applications to open a
business after the government authorized
private trade on May l, 1987.
Professor Rozman argued that the
Soviets will have difficulty developing an
"entrepreneurial class" in the near future.
Unlike the Chinese who have a 2,000
year history of household agriculture, the
Russians have a tradition of serfdom . The
country is also burdened with planning
ministries that wield much more power
than the Chinese ministries were ever
able to wield, and a work force that lacks
first-hand knowledge of entrepreneurship.
The Soviet panelists acknowledged
these structural and attitudinal barriers to
economic reform . Alexander Nagorniy,
professor at the Institute of Canada and
USA , Soviet Academy of Sciences, commented that a concept that seems almost
instinctive to many Westerners - the
right to own property - " has not caught
on yet with the rank and file ."
Nagorniy, however, was optimistic
about the future of entrepreneurship in his
country. He claimed that a strongly reformist National Communist Party Congress
last summer inspired a " psychological
shift" in the Soviet people. Since then , he
said , there has been a dramatic increase
in the number of people who have joined

the agricultural cooperative movement, an
accepted form of entrepreneurship that
has proven quite lucrative for some
Soviets.
"I even know two KGB officers who
quit their jobs and began work on
[agricultural cooperatives]," he said.
long-term goal of both the
Chinese and Soviet reforms is to
streamline the political structure.
Specifically, the two countries seek to
eliminate the overlap of Party and governmental offices and relieve the Party of
day-to-day administrative duties.
Traditionally, the Communist Party
(which comprises 6 percent of the population in the Soviet Union and 4 percent of
the population in China) has overseen
every important aspect of planning and
administration in these two countries.
Every major institution-school , factory,
military unit, etc. , has a Party committee.
In the new era of economic reform, said
panelist Yan Jiaqi from the Chinese
Academy of Social Sciences, the socialist
countries need to eliminate this ubiquitous
"government over the government."

A

In the area of civil liberties, China and
the Soviet Union hope to establish a
limited right of individual free expression.
Realizing that the lack of public
surveillance over governmental organs has
been a major cause of economic inefficiency, both leaders have broadened the
scope of intellectual and journalistic
freedom . Gorbachev and Deng hope that
more open public debate will prevent
abuse of political power, reduce public
alienation , and generate support for their
reforms.
Whereas China has experienced greater
economic reform, the USSR has made
faster advances in political and cultural
reform . Gorbachev has implemented
dramatic labor cuts within the Party, halving the number of high-level Secretariats
and reducing local- level Party employees
by 30 percent. Gorbachev also has instituted an electoral system in which
Soviet citizens will have ever-increasing
powers to select their representatives
(theoretically culminating in the right to
elect a new president in 1999) .
Guy Houk , assistant professor of Russian languages and literature at PSU,
visited the USSR last summer and
observed how dramatically political

reforms had transformed Soviet cultural
life. Intellectuals who in the past never
turned on the TV, now break off heated
discussions in their kitchens in order to
watch the nightly news.
Although the Chinese government has
achieved a certain amount of political and
cultural reform, Deng Xiaoping has made
no mention of voluntarily transferring
power and he has shown disdain for what
he terms the " bourgeois-liberalist" form
of democracy.
The boundaries of legitimate dissent
have expanded under Deng, but the limits
he sets on public criticism are precisely
those that Mao set in 1957: adhere to the
socialist system , Marxism-Leninism , and
the "dictatorship of the proletariat" under
Party leadership.
The Chinese Party propaganda apparatus still makes many editorial decisions that, in the Soviet Union , are now
in the hands of individual editors and
reporters. Unlike the condemnation of
Stalin in Soviet plays and histories, the
Chinese have yet to grapple in public
with the legacy of Mao. The Soviets have
also tolerated a much greater amount of
(Continued on page 17)

"Evening" by Andrei Ushin . Art in the Soviet Union.
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The pro with a
human touch

By Cynthia D. Stowell

Retiring after 37 years at the University, Professor Charlie
White leaves a legacy as a funny, caring, thoughtprovoking teacher and administrator.
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This caricature of Professor
Charlie White decorates the
"Charlie Award" presented
each year by the ~stern
Association of Summer Session Administrators for the
best summer catalog.

alk into the PSU summer
session office and you'll form
an immediate impression of
Charlie White. The staff is upbeat , hardworking and slightly wacky - just like
their boss .
Talk to some of the thousands of
students who have passed through Professor White's classroom and you 'll hear
homages to a provocative and caring
teacher who also holds great barbecues.
Look at Charles M . White's vita and
you 'll begin to understand the depth of
this man's contributions to Portland State
during the last 37 years. As director of
summer session , head of international
programs , professor of history, and
academic advisor, White has made an indelible mark on the life of the university.
" Never in my whole academic career
have I known anyone as devoted to an institution as Charlie White is to Portland
State University," said history colleague
and 25- year poker associate Whitney
Bates.
In October, PSU will be without
Charlie for the first time in its history as
the veteran teacher and administrator
moves from phased retirement into full
retirement. And where will White be?
" One of my chief aims is to get
associated with a landscape gardener and
work in the dirt," said White of his
retirement plans. "Or maybe I could have
ten or twelve lawns to take care of
regularly."
Planting flowers and mowing lawns is
not that far afield for someone who has
spent nearly four decades nurturing
students. For scores of alumni , Portland
State is personified by the stocky figure
of Professor White, his bald head catching the fluorescent lights of the
classroom, his wide blue eyes disconcertingly direct.
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White, 64, came to Po rtl and State in
1952 when it was still a two-year extension cente r new ly insta lled on the Park
Bl ocks. A midwesterne r by birth , White
had earned his bachelo r's and maste r's
degrees at Michigan State Coll ege and
had come west to work on his Ph.D. at
the Uni ve rs ity of Southern Cali fo rnia
when Po rtl and lured him north .
" One of the fi rst things I noticed
about Po rtl and State," White remembe rs,
" is that when I gave ass ignments that
would make other students throw down
their books and stomp out , the Po rtland
State students tended to say, 'What else
can I do?'"
Perhaps it was because White had
touched a nerve. " He was tremendously
thought- provoking and challenging, and in
some ways kind of argumentati ve with the
students," sa id Don Clark , executi ve
director of the Po rtland Housing
Authority.
" He challenged every blooming
thought you had , but he did it in such a
way that he was almost like a peer.
Rather than being professo rial, he was in
the trenches , slugging it out one-on-one."
Whi te al so made politics come ali ve
for Clark as "an area whe re real people
were doing real things." Clark went on to
hold the elected seat of Multnomah County Executi ve fo r fo ur years.

(Portland writer and photographer Cynthia
D. Stowell has contributed to PSU
Magazine in the past. )

In turn , White's face lights up when he
talks about his students. Hi s favorite student success sto ry reinfo rces hi s belief
that Portl and State has a miss ion " to
educate the masses" : A welfa re child with
an alcoholic mother, this student came to
PSU educatio nally defi cient , wo rked his
way through a master's degree as a clown
at OMS! and Farmer Jones at Alpenrose
Dairy, taught high school, ran fo r public
offi ce, became a successful lawyer, wrote
a play, directed a theatre troupe, and last
yea r came bac k to PSU summer sess ion
to teach.
While happy as an administrator, here
lies Charlie White's greatest satisfactio n.
" Teaching and having students come bac k
is the best. Yo u can't really beat it."
White's home has been as open as his
cl ass room and offi ce. " I've had every
class over to my house during fi nal exam
period fo r student repo rts and hamburgers," said White.
PSU foreign students have regularl y
boarded with White and fo und a real
home. " I've loved most of them," claims
White, " but one of my favorites was
Andre. He was a Haitian student who was
doing experiments in the absorption of
amino ac ids through the intestinal wall.
We had pet white rats at home and
whenever a rat would die he'd always do
an autopsy."
As enriched as White has felt by his
contact with inte rnational students and
scholars, Portland State has benefited even

Charlie White gets a dunking during a
campus United Way benefit in 1986 while
Ethel Whitson waits her turn.

mo re. " I can't picture anyo ne who has
done more to enhance the international
presence on campus," said geogra phy
department head Thomas Poulsen, who
has worked with White on Fulbright
exchanges involving central and easte rn
Europe. " Charlie's efforts have had the
net effect of keeping us in touch with the
rest of the world ."
hite became the offi cial head of
international programs in 1970,
though he had been leading
study trips abroad since 1962. White
remembers the meeting at which he
agreed to become director.
" I was just going out the door and the
vice president said , 'By the way, you al so
get summer session ."' In 1967, Portland
State had taken control of summer term ,
which had been operated fo r yea rs by the
state higher education system. White's
summer session fl owered , cross-fertilized
by his international involvement.
Every year, White and hi s staff bring
twenty or so fo reign professo rs to campus
to teach in summer sess ion. Their
presence, through the classroo m and
through the " Tour the World at Home"
lecture series, is a boon to students,
fac ulty and the whole community.
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" The finest way to find out what
you 're doing is to find out what other
people are doing," says White of the
benefits of international exchange. "International association doesn't necessarily
lead to international cooperation. It may
lead to hatred and xenophobic ideas. But
if we select the people properly, it seems
to me we're a long way ahead."

Mississippi; among the 18 offerings are
Korean , Latin and Serbo-Croatian.
The striking summer session catalog,
with its theme- oriented illustrations and
clear, interesting copy, has long been admired by members of the national and
western associations of summer sessions.
And so helpful has White been in reviewing other schools' catalogs, that the annual summer session catalog prize was
named the "Charlie Award ."

"/ think the real mission of
Portland State is to
educate the masses, the
part-timers, the students
whose parent were never
educated."

The teaching and advising of students
gives White the greatest satisfaction.
White doesn't simply fly the professors
to Portland . He often houses and entertains them , scrounging up pots and pans
for their apartments or taking them
sightseeing in the Columbia River Gorge.
PSU's summer session has become a
national model under White's leadership.
More languages are offered in PSU's intensive JO-week program than in any
other summer program west of the
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But the administrative accomplishment
White most likes to discuss is his principal role in founding the Northwest Interinstitutional Council for Study Abroad
(NICSA) , which brings together professors and students from Northwest colleges for overseas study trips. White led
the first trip in 1962 .
" That was an absolute success
academically," he said. "All 64 students
had taken the first two terms of Western
Civ., the first two terms of World
Literature, and then we had the third term
of both overseas. The high point was being able to use the Parliament of Europe
library."
The history professor has not always
felt compelled to go overseas to stretch
the classroom walls. Closer to home,
White and his colleagues Basil
Dmytryshyn and Charles Le Guin took to
the airwaves in the early '60s for
Oregon's first televised educational program. Loyal viewers of the 5 :30 a .m.
show watched the threesome expound and
sometimes lock horns on historical
subjects.
"We argued right on screen ," said
White. "Charlie [Le Guin] is very
cultural and aesthetic, I tend to be
religious and somewhat political , and
Basil is almost entirely economic. People
would call up and say 'Whom should I
believe?' It was kind of fun."

White and his students also prepared
seven years' worth of weekly radio broadcasts entitled " This Day in History."
Aired on KWJJ, the two-minute spots
covered disasters , the births of new countries, sports events, and other well- known
or little-celebrated events in history. "We
even did the anniversary of the penny
post card ," recalled White. "You can
make an anniversary out of anything."
Those who subscribe to the notion that
fun has no place in academia might
overlook the scholarly underpinnings of
Charlie White's playful approach to
teaching. For instance, his "In Search of
Arthur" trips to England may seem as
academically legitimate as literature
students hunting for Sherlock Holmes'
birthplace. But listen to Charlie: "The effect history has on us today comes from
what we think history was, not from what
history was. This whole body of legend
and stories about King Arthur is where
we derive ideas of patriotism and loyalty.
They're embedded in Arthur."
This historical perspective on today's
ideas and problems should provide us with
some comfort, according to White.
" Because we've had all these things
before, you don't have this impending
sense of doom . You can worry all day
about national problems, and it's nice somebody should. But at the same time
you can play poker."
Everything for Charlie takes on these
human terms. Whether negotiating a contract with a Yugoslav professor or trying
to coax a student off the protest lines during the 1970 Park Blocks demonstrations ,
White has always been one to
acknowledge - and celebrate - the
humanity in an individual or a situation.
And this is what he wants from the institution he has served for 37 years. "I
think the real mission of Portland State is
to educate the masses, the part-timers,
the students whose parents were never
educated," he says. White hopes that, in
spite of the push to become a comprehensive research university, PSU will remain
as "student-centered" as it's been.
By making Portland State and its
students the center of his life for so many
years, Charlie White has clearly earned
the right to that vision. D

Crossroad
(Continued from page 7)
"A Future of Growth'' mentions a need
for more private support of Portland State,
but it also urges the state government and
the State Board to rethink the way it funds
higher education , and to look at how
Portland State affects Portland 's - and the
state's - economy:
" Because of the essential roles higher
education must play in the future of the
state's economy, the Oregon Legislature
should develop funding targets for the
State System of Higher Education that will
bring it to at least the top third of all
states in per capita fund ing within the next
10 yea rs:·
Edgington sees the possibility of lottery
funds being used for higher education . He
also would like to see PSU have campuses
in Washington County, Clackamas County
and perhaps east Multnomah County in
the next 10 to 15 years.
" If the state prospers and as the
economy grows, I see no reason we
couldn't have that ," he said .
The visions of greatness Edgington has
for Portland State have a solid foundation .
Its relatively new engineering program is
producing students that have some of the
highest accreditation test scores in the nation ; the university has 40 percent of the
masters degree students among the state's
three biggest universities; it has six doctoral programs and more on the drawing
board; and the last three degrees approved
by the State Board have been at PSU, the
latest of which was a Ph.D. in Public
Administration.

But even though PSU stands to make
big gains as it enters this next phase in its
development , no one is say ing it's going to
be easy.
Said Edgington , " I think it's going to
be a struggle. We can't have soft programs, and we can't go to the board with
pleasantries. I think we're going to have to
justify and identify everything we do.
We've got to prove that there is a demand
for our programs." D

Socialism
(Continued from page 13)
ethnic protest in Estonia and Armenia
than the Chinese have allowed in Tibet.
Howard Goldblatt , professor of
Chinese at the University of Colorado,
gave an example of China's slow progress
toward political reform as he critiqued a
recent prize-winning Chinese book, The
Price of Garlic, that centered around a
failed aspect of the government 's
agricultural policy.
The government, he said, attached
newspaper clippings to the back cover of
the book. These clippings described the
agricultural policy as a complete success
and contradicted the major premise of the
novel.
Another indication of the slow progress of political reform in China is that
one of the panelists, Yan Jiaqi , is the
author of the only published analysis of
the Cultural Revolution (1966-76) in
China. The government has strictly
limited the distribution of his book.

The Chancellor's view
ew State System of Higher Education Chancellor Thomas Bartlett
told Portland State's Faculty
Senate in March that an in depth study of
higher education needs and services in the
Portland area by a special independent
commission likely will lead to significant
changes.
" There will be a steady increase in the
extent and the level of higher education in
Portland," he said, "and clearly the key
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player in that process is Portland State."
The Chancellor indicated that new ways of
offering services, such as cooperative
degrees or the movement of programs, will
have to be found.
He said the appointment of an independent study commission with professional
consultants will help avoid the appearance
of "turf battles" and will lend credibility
to the study report .

hile most of the conference
participants spoke from the
assumption that the evolution
of soc ialist countries towards more
capitalistic and market-oriented societies
was a positive development , Victor Lippitt , professor of economics at University
of California-Riverside, pointed out
several disturbing potential consequences
of this trend .
Lippitt sees no long- term solution to
the fundamental contrad ictions of
capitalism - namely, the market- oriented
system's tendency to constantly expand
and thereby threaten the natural environment and its tendency to exacerbate social
inequalities.
He cautioned the two socialist superpowers - and China in particular - not
to embrace capitalism as a panacea . Lippitt said , " China may well emerge in the
21st century as an economic powerhouse,
but will have to re learn the contradictions
of the capitalist system from painful experience."
A theme underlying all of the
speakers' presentations was the growing
interdependency of the world system .
Alexander Nagorniy observed that
Gorbachev 's ascent to power in 1984 was
due in part to the success of the Chinese
reforms and the Soviet elites' subsequent
desire to appoint a reformer. When the
Chinese began their economic reforms in
1978, many Soviet thinkers opposed these
reforms on dogmatic grounds and expressed pessimism about their potential
outcome, Nagorniy said. However, as the
Chinese economic reforms progressed, the
Soviet intelligentsia quickly began to
acknowledge and then praise them as a
success.
Perhaps the most telling indication of
the far-reaching consequences of these
reforms was told in a story by Herbert
Ellison, professor of history at the
University of Washington.
During recent political demonstrations
in Prague, Czechoslovakian security personnel threatened to stop the demonstrations and crack down on the protestors (a
la the Soviets' brutal suppression of
Prague activists in the Spring of 1978).
According to Ellison , the protestors
warned, " you better watch out , Gorbachev is watching." D
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Voice student
wins award
Portland State senior Kelley Nassief, a
vo ice student of music professo r Ruth
Dobson fo r the last
fo ur yea rs, wo n first
place in the Eleanor
Lieber Awards Aud itio ns held in Portland
during January. The
soprano competed
aga inst 31 other
Northwest singers for
the award , which included a $2,000 cash
pnze.
Nassief, who plans to make a career of
opera perfo rmance, will be fea tured in the
Music Department prod uction of Bedrich
Smetana's opera " The Bartered Bride"
during May.
This is not the fi rst year a PSU student
has placed in the highl y competiti ve Lieber
Awa rds Audition. Christine Medows, now
with the New York City Opera , won the
awa rd in 1985; Cynth ia Rein placed third
in 1983; and Ra lph Wells pl aced second
and Michelle McFadden placed thi rd in
the 1987 competition.

London actors on stage
A touring ensemble of profess ional actors from the Royal Shakespeare Company
and the National Theatre of Ore.at Britain
appeared in public perfo rmances and took
part in a week- long artistic and academic
residency on campus du ring February.
Actors from the London Stage presented "Tom Stoppard This Evening," an
anthology program , and a special fiveactor performance of Shakespeare's " King
Lear." All public performances were sold
out.
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The Five members of the ensemble, all
with extensive stage experience in England
as well as film and television credits, were
Geoffrey Chu rch, Vi vien Heilbron, Bernard
Lloyd, Patti Love, and C li ffo rd Rose. The
actors spent the bulk of their time in
Portl and wo rking with PSU students in
lectures, wo rkshops and info rmal sessions
teaching about acting and abo ut
Shakespeare and his works.
The res idency, in the Uni versity's
School of Fine and Perfo rming Arts, was
supported with a grant fro m the Lorene
Sail s Higg ins Chari table Trust.

Uses found for
old chemicals
Cutting haza rdous waste by recycling
usable chemicals is a principal goal of the
" Portland Chemical Consolidation and
Recycling Consortium" (PCCRC), a new
program launched by the PSU Department
of Chemistry.
The PCCRC operates as a chem ical
clearing house fo r consortium members.
Surplus chemicals are shipped to PSU,
where they .are ente red in a computeri zed
inventory. When needed , a chemical is
sold to another consortium member at a
reduced price.
The consortium is considered unique in
this region, acco rding to Bruce Brown ,
department chair, in part because it is
des igned to served the needs of area
hospitals, schools and pu blic agencies
without competing with the private sector.
Brown stressed that trained chemists
will handle receiving, cataloging, and any
needed reprocessing or short- term storing
of chemicals before they are made
ava ilable to other consortium members.
" Surplus chemicals and what to do
with them is the kind of problem everyone
would like someone else to worry about ,"
said Brow n. " By establishing this consortium , PSU's Chemistry Department has
offered to perfo rm a public service by
serving as that worrier."

"Who owns the child?"
Symposium at PSU
Baby M. Lisa Steinberg. Dayna
Broussard .
The media has been full of the names
of children whose li ves have been
dramaticall y altered at the hands of adults.
Recent headlines have raised difficult questions about what is best fo r children and
who should be deciding their welfa re.
A special symposium at PSU on May
18 will foc us on the ethical issues that
arise when society or the fa mily mistakes
responsibility for ownership of the child .
The free fo rum , " Property or Person:
Who Owns the Child?", will bring a
philosopher, a lawye r and a soc ial
historian together fo r an evening of discussion and debate, starting at 5 :30 p. m .,
May 18, in 75 Lincoln Hall on campus.
Dav id Johnson, PS U professor of
American soc ial and intellectual histo ry,
will moderate the event , which is sponsored by the Oregon Committee fo r the
Humanities, O regon Health Decisions and
the Uni ve rsity Honors Program at PSU.
Featured speakers also include Marga ret
Rosenheim , a lawye r and fo rmer dean of
the School of Social Service Administration at the Uni versity of Chicago, and
Laurence Houlgate, professor and chair of
the philosophy department at Califo rnia
Polytechnic State University.

New student dean
Morris K. Holland has been named the
new dean of student affairs at Portland
State Uni versity. He will be on campus in
earl y April , leav ing a pos ition as ass istant
vice chancellor fo r student development at
the University of California, Los Angeles
(UC LA).
" We have searched across the nation
fo r someone with the necessary professional and personal qualifications we require to help us with our own campus
growth issue du ring the 1990s and

beyond ," said interim PSU President Roger
Edgington , "and I am de lighted to say that
Dr. Holland is our clear choice for that
leadership miss ion."
Holland , who holds a doctorate in
psychology, served in several teaching
capacities with UCLA's Department of
Psychology before becoming vice
chancellor in 1984. He is the author of
three widely used college textbooks:
Psychology: An Introduction to Hu man
Behavior, Using P1-;1chology, and Int roductory Psychology.
In his new pos ition at PSU, Holl and
will repo rt directl y to the President's
office. The post was vacated last spring
when Orcilia Forbes res igned. The Student
Affairs Office oversees Counseling and
Testing Services, Helen Gordon Child
Development Center, International Student
Services, Office of Minority Student
Affairs, Placement Services , Student
Financial Aid , and other student adv ising,
special service and opportunity programs.
" I really have to be very close to the
students," sa id Holland in an interview. " I
want to spend a lot of time talking to the
students, listening and learning. This is a
different setting than UCLA . A new series
of challenges."

PSU Foundation Review
Closed
The Oregon Department of Justice has
closed its files on the review of the
Portland State University Foundation begun
several months ago, saying there is no
reason for further monitoring of the
organization . The department indicated
that appropriate steps had been taken by
the Foundation to improve accounting procedures and to correct a reported deficit.
Harry Demorest, Foundation Treasurer,
said the detailed review by the Justice
Department had shown the financial status
and accounting controls of the Foundation
to be sound .

For a Summer Session catalog, call
1-800- 452-4909 within Oregon and
1-800- 547- 8887 outside Oregon. Classes
begin June 20 and include eight week
courses and shorter classes, workshops.
and specia l lectures th roughout the
summer.

Annual Fund under way

Summer classes
commemorate 1789
"Constitution and Revolution" will be
the dual theme of a series of Portland
State Summer Session classes remembering the bicentennial of the U.S. Constitution and the French Revolution.
The events and people that put the U.S.
Constitution into effect in 1789 will be explo red along with the changes and interpretations it has experienced through the
20th century. The constitutions of other
countries will be studied as well. South
African Lawyer Dumisani Zondi wi ll give
a class on his count ry's constitution, and
Art Goddard , the political, economic and
academic relations officer for the Canadian
Consulate in Seattle will g ive a week of
lectures on the Constitution of Canada.
Among the instructors for classes
foc using on the French Revolution will be
Alain Ri ottot, cultural attache for the
French Consulate in San Francisco. Offerings in the series include French Revolution and drama, film , women and
literature, Russian and Chinese revolution
and classes on revolutionary politics and
music.
These classes are offered on the PSU
campus, but study of the French revolution
can be continued through an overseas program in Paris, France. Summer Session
offers international programs in 10 countries as well as over 500 courses to choose
from on campus.

The PSU Annual Fund program has
resumed this spring and the program's
organizer Karen Martini , '73, is optimistic. During December a campaign
endorsed by Arlene Schnitzer, vice pres ident for Harsch Investment Co., and Don
Frisbee, chairman of Pacificorp, raised
$25,000 from over 250 alumni and fri ends
of Portland State.
" We expect g reat things this spring,"
said Martini . " Our alumni have built a
generous record of givi ng in the past." In
the last two years more than 3,000 alumni
and friends have contributed annual gifts
totaling $600,000. Annual Fund donations
go to the Port.land State University Foundation for student scholarship and faculty
development programs.
The spring Fund program started off
with letters sent out in March and will
continue with a phonathon in April.

Engineering program
contributor dies
Harry J. White, emeritus professor of
Electrical Engineering, died Nov. 14 in
Carmel , Calif. He was 83. Dr. White was
instrumental in the development of
engineering programs at Portland State
serving as head of the Department of Applied Science from 1960 to 1971.
He was a member of the fo unding
board of directors and the executi ve committee of the Oregon Graduate Center. Dr.
White was a pioneer in the field of radar,
electrostatic precipitation, air po llution
control and high voltage equipment.
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The Honors difference
For graduates of the University Honors Program the experience proves enriching and far-reaching.

ollege life is one of challenge and
exploration, of inspiration from
instructors and other students. For
a University Honors Program student , it
is this and more. More self-motivation ,
more work, and a heightened sense of
personal enrichment.
For the program's graduates the
distinction has sometimes made a difference in their careers, and always in
their memories.
Portland attorney David Urman
graduated from the University Honors
Program (known then as the University
Scholars Program) in 1981 with a
bachelor's degree in political science. He
is quick to admit the program helped
prepare him for law school.
" Berkeley has a very good national
reputation which attracts students from
some pretty prestigious schools. Frankly,

C

a lot of them hadn't heard of Portland
State," remembers Urman. "I was amazed
that my analytical abilities were such that
I really didn't have too much trouble and
graduated in the top 10 percent of my
class."
Urman savored the collegiate atmosphere of the Honors Program. "It
comes at a time in people's lives when
they are first discovering that they have
the ability to comprehend some pretty
complex concepts. Going through that
period with other bright and motivated
folks is a very exciting experience."
This motivation to strive for excellence
is what draws people like Urman to the
program. Honors Program classes excuse
the students from the University's general
requirements but provide them with a
well-rounded liberal education.
First-year Honors students dig right in
by taking the program's core humanities
course, Studies in Western Culture.

Team-taught by PSU professors of
literature, history and art history, the
two-year class examines the art, literature
and ideas of three periods in western
culture: Homeric and Classical Greece,
the Middle Ages, and the Renaissance
and Reformation.
Each year the program brings to campus six to eight noted American and
foreign scholars for the Visiting Scholars
project. These individuals meet with
students in upper-division seminars.
Visitors this fall included three noted
classic literature scholars: Timothy Rei ss
and Charles R. Beye from New York
University and Robert Lamberton from
Princeton University.
Students work closely with advisers in
the program and in their departmental
major to design their degree program .
" The program gives as much flexibility as
possible," said Assistant Director
Lawrence Wheeler.
Most universities around the country
have honors programs, but according to
Wheeler Portland State's program is
distinguished by the range of majors and
the Visiting Scholars project. Michael
Reardon , director of the program for the
last 12 years, came up with the Scholars
project which " has been copied around
the country," said Wheeler.
Reardon has been praised by Honors
alumnus Urman for his availability and
for " being a role model for people in
terms of the archetypical scholar."
Urman also remembers an inspirational
visiting scholar, economist Robert
Heilbroner. " He looked at the economic
interdependency of countries on the
globe. He really brought the stuff alive
and basically made me wish I had been
an economics major from the beginning."
Today Urman works for Ball , Janik and
Novak and specializes in business litigation , doing some securities and antitrust
work.
ifty percent of the University
Honors Programs students have
gone on to graduate school in the
last 10 years. PSU Honors graduates have
studied law at Harvard , Duke, University
of Oregon, Hastings, and Lewis and
Clark. They have gone on to medical
school at Johns Hopkins , Baylor and
Oregon Health Sciences University. And

F
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many have continued their education at
Columbia, Yale, the University of
Virginia , Brown and Stanford , to name
just a few.
Christine Bailey M .D., an Honors
biology major who went on to Oregon
Health Sciences University, is now in her
second-year pediatric residency at Dornbecker Childrens' Hospital.

Bailey was a
non-traditional student
starting PSU as a
freshman in her 30s, but
there were still students
older than she in the
Honors Program.
As a science major, Bailey chose the
program for an arts and humanities
education. "I remember the excitement
and intrigue involved in exploring a totally different discipline in terms of
philosophy, art history and linguistics,"
said Bailey. " It opened my mind and left
me a little bit aghast at times particularly
when I would look at the pile of books
we would go through in one term ."
Bailey was a non-traditional student
starting PSU as a freshman in her 30s,
but there were still students older than
she in the Honors Program. "I never felt
older, younger or anything other than part
of the program ," she remembers.
Developing a close camaraderie with
other students and the Honors' directors
was inevitable, said Bailey, because of the
tough work load and urge to talk
philosophy.
While balancing two difficult courses
of study - that of the Honors Program
and pre-med biology - Bailey also had
to write an undergraduate thesis like all
program students. She found this a real
plus, with far- reaching ramifications.
Biology professor Mary Taylor was
Bailey's adviser for her paper on a strain
of Escherichia coli (an intestinal track
bacterium) , which she presented at an
American Society for Microbiology
meeting in New Orleans. This was a rare
experience for an undergraduate, and
Bailey was able to continue these studies

as a medical student at the Childrens'
Hospital of Philadelphia. She plans to extend her research after residency and is
applying around the country for a
fellowship in pediatric cardiology.
At present the program counts among
its 90 students the student body president
and president of the student senate.
Honors students have interned with the
Kennedy Center, Smithsonian, and
Oregon's Congressional representatives in
Washington , D.C. Obviously the program
attracts the achievers but it also motivates
them .
Bailey remembers visiting scholar
Alice Stewart M.D. , who was in her 70s
when she came to speak at PSU. Stewart
entered medicine when few women were

in the field . Involved in public health
issues, she pioneered the Hanford Study
which recognized the risk involved in exposure to low dose radiation .
" She really opened up new areas of
endeavor for herself after 50," said Bailey.
"Being a non-traditional, older student it
was very inspiring to me to think you
don't have to go along with the standard
notion of who should do what when."
For Bailey, Dr. Stewart represented independent thinking and spirit, traits which
the University Honors Program values
and encourages in its students.
Through the program's framework of
liberal education , Honors students
discover the meaning of rigorous, in
depth research and scholarship. 0

An old house on 12th and Mill provides a comfortable home for the University Honors
Program. Joel Wheeler (left) and Todd Walker are current Honors students.
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Russian scholar launches new
•
lecture series
I
nternationally recognized speakers will
share their expertise in history, music,
science, language and politics in a
new lecture series beginning this spring.
The series is sponsored by the Portland
State University Women's Association
(PSUWA) and University Special Events.
PSUWA is a service organization which
has been supporting the University with
cultural, social and fund- raising events for
40 years.

The first speaker is Elizabeth
Crownhart-Vaughan , '70 MS, Russian
scholar and executive director of the
Oregon Historical Society's newly formed
North ?acific Studies Center. She will present "Northwest ?assages," a focus on
three centuries of Russian presence in the
North ?acific. The luncheon-lecture will
be held May 4 in Smith Memorial Center,
Room 338.
"We are delighted to have Sherry
Vaughan as our inaugural speaker," said

Spoken like a native
I

Russian scholar Elizabeth Crownhan11.iughan will speak on May 4 at a
lecture-luncheon sponsored by the PSU
Womens Association.
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n 1970 when Elizabeth CrownhartVaughan and her husband were on a
research excursion in the Soviet
Union , a Russian library administrator
pulled her aside and cautioned her about
traveling with an American.
"He had simply assumed that I was the
official translator for my husband ," said a
still amused Crownhart-Vaughan . Her
mastery of the language was so convincing
that he mistook her accent for one of the
many native dialects.
Learning to speak Russian was a
natural outgrowth of Crownhart-Vaughan's
fascination with the country's history and
more particularly with Imperial Russia's
exploration of North America. She is
recognized internationally as a Russian
scholar (even in the Soviet Union) and has
written more than a dozen books and
papers on the subject.
Crownhart-Vaughan's expertise is being
put to good use as the first executive
director of the North ?acific Studies
Center, a subsidiary of the Oregon
Historical Society where her husband
Thomas Vaughan has been director since
1954.
The new studies center will further
research , publishing and public education
in the history and cultures of the nations
bordering the North ?acific Ocean. The
Historical Society has been doing this kind
of work since 1968, and with a recent $2

PSUWA President Ulku Erzurumlu. " By
attracting such distinguished speakers we
hope to bring further recognition to our
university and eventually make this event a
fund - raiser for scholarships."
Lectures will continue fall, winter and
spring terms of the 1989- 90 academic
year. Cost for the May 4 luncheon- lecture
is $20 and reservations may be made by
calling University Special Events,
464-4910. D

million grant from Congress has been able
to formalize their research .
It was an initial trip to the Soviet
Union in 1968 and enrolling in Russian
classes at Portland State that thoroughly
involved Crownhart-Vaughan in Russian
exploration of the ?acific Northwest.
She earned a master's degree in
Siberian history in 1970 and attributes
much of her success to PSU history professor Basil Dmytryshyn and language instructor Col. M .J. Poniatowski
-d 'Ermengard.
According to Crownhart-Vaughan , obtaining material about early Russian exploration has not been easy because of the
Russian obsession for secrecy. But through
the years she has been allowed to see
many original diaries, letters, official
reports, scientific reports, and diplomatic
correspondence - much of which was
labeled secret.
In her official capacity, CrownhartVaughan has been affiliated with the
American Committee on U.S. - Soviet
Relations and the American Association of
Slavic and East European Studies. She
also has a long record of community involvement serving on the boards of First
Interstate Bank of Oregon , Nordstrom,
Inc. , Oregon Independent College Foundation , Portland/Oregon Symphony Association and Chamber Music Northwest. D

It took 100,000 men 30 years
to complete the
Great Pyramid
at Giza ...
. .. but to build a
Great University
takes even longer.
In fact, it's a process
that is never coJDplete.

Help us build for toJDorrow.
Please send your contribution
to the PSU Annual Fund today.
Please make your check payable to the PSU Foundation/Annual Fund.
Mail to: PSU Foundation, P.O. Box 243, Portland, OR 97207

I
Compiled by
Cliff Johnson

Vanport
David C. Buffam has been appointed
director of internati onal trade for the
National Service Corps of Retired Executi ves in Washington, D.C. Bu ffa m
is co- founder and a current board
member of the Ted L. Rausch Co. of
Oregon, an import/export brokerage
firm based in Portland .
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department at Evans Army Hospi tal in
Fort Carson, Colo. Pollard entered the
U.S. Army Medical Corps in 1972 and
served in Vietnam. He later served at
Army hospitals in Korea, West Point ,
N.Y. and in Kansas.

'65
John Trullinger (BA , '71 MST) is the
new band teacher at Taft High School
in Lincoln C ity, Ore. He has 22 years
of teaching experience, including seven
as an instructor.

William A. Hilliard, editor of Th e
Oregonian newspaper in Portland. has
been appointed to a three- year te rm on
the board of directors of the Portland
branch of the Federa l Reserve Bank of Floyd Smith (BA) has been named the
San Francisco.
new environmental impact statement
Hon. Hollie Pihl, a Washington Coun- coordinator fo r Mt. Hood Meadows,
ty, Ore., Circuit Court judge, has been Ore. , dealing with the ski resort 's proelected to his second term on the board posed expansion.
of d irectors of the Washington County
Hi storical Society.

'66

'67

Roger Zener has been elected vice
pres ident of industry relations and Anton C. Kirchhof, Jr. (BA. "69
business development at Standard In- MBA), an attorney with Louisianasurance Co. , Portland .
Pacific Corp. in Portland , has been
elected secretary of the Make-A-Wish
Foundation of Oregon, Inc.

'60

A. Gary Ames (BS) has taken over the
Jack Hune (BS) has been named vice reins as pres ident of US West lnc.'s
president and banking office manager telephone subsidiary, US West Comat Key Bank of Oregon's Gresham of- munications.
fice. He has 28 years of lend ing and
supervisory experi ence and has been
with Key Bank since 1975.

'68

David Booth (BS) has been named
personal · lines sales manager in the
Portland office of the Campbell , Galt
Robert G. Murray (BS), executi ve & Newlands Inc. insurance firm .
vice president of First Interstate Bank Barbara J. Stayton (BA) reports that
in the firm's Portland region head- she was recently promoted to staff
quarters, has been elected treasurer of development speciali st for Boulder
the Medical Research Foundation of Vall ey Public Schools in Boulder,
Oregon's 1989 board of trustees.
Colo. She is a fo rmer language arts
teacher and department chair in the
same district .

'62

'63

'69

Marvin Hempel (BS) is scheduled to
become director of instruction fo r the
Cente nni al Sc hoo l Di stri ct nea r
Gresham , Ore., on July I. He is the
district's current director of personnel.
Michael S. Love (BS) has been appoi nted to an 18- member citizens advisory committee to study the proposed
Mt. Hood Pa rkway. a four- lane expressway des igned to link Interstate 84
and U.S. Highway 26 in the Gresham ,
Ore., area . Love is the offi ce manager
of Columbia Corrugated Box Co. in
Portl and .

Christopher Howell (MA) has accepted a position as assistant professor
of English at Emporia State Uni versity in Emporia, Kan. He is the fo rmer
poet- in- residence at Whitman College
in Walla Walla , Wash.

Patrick G. Lockhart (BS), co- ow ner
of Execul odge Corp., has announced
completion of a $4 million, 108- room
expansion at The Execulodge-Portland
Neal Schoenborn (BS) of American Airport.
States Insurance Co., Lake Oswego,
Ore., has been named president of the
O rego n In su ra nce U nd e rw rite rs
Association for 1989.

'70
Sharon L. Ford (BS) has joined the
investment banking and brokerage firm
of Smith Barney, Harris Upham & Co.
Inc. as second vice president fo r the
sales division in the fi rm's Beverly
Hills, Calif., offi ce. She fo rmerly
worked at Dean Witter Rey nolds as
Dennis Monaghan
associate vice president of investments
in the firm's Centu ry C ity, Cali f., Dennis M. Monaghan (BS, '73 MS) ,
office.
an actuary fo r William M . Mercer
Robin Huffman Pennock (BA , '74 Meidinger Hansen Inc., has been
MA) reports that she is now principal named a principal in the Portland ofat Mt. Bethel Elementary School in fice of the employee benefit and comAtlanta , Ga ., where the enrollment pensation consulting firm.
tops 1,300 students. She is a fo rmer Bob Setterberg (BS) has been proschool adm inistrator in three other moted to general sales manager at Blue
states.
Cross & Blue Shield of Oregon in the
David L. Randall (BS) has been firm 's Portland headquarters.
named manager of corporate human
resources at Sulzer Bingham Pumps
Inc. in the international firm's Portland
offi ce. He was prev iously manager of
quality assurance and labor relations Gerald N. Calvin, Ph.D. (BS), reports
he is now in private practice in Denver,
at the Portland location.
Co lo., as a certi fied rehabilitation
Jim Sehon (BS), manager of the consul tant.
Beaverton, Ore. , office of Oregon
Eric Egland (BS) reports that as
Adult and Family Services, has been
Northwest region sales director fo r
elected chairman of the board of direcGold Bond Ice Cream, he is now
tors of the Washington County Comresponsible fo r sales of Popsicle,
munity Action organization.
Disney, Oreo, Minute Maid and Dannon frozen novelties in nine states.

'72

Neil S. Lewis, Ph.D. (BA), a fac ulty
member at Uni versity of WisconsinStevens Point fo r the past 17 years, has John W. Bosin (BA) was recently
been named the state's outstanding named national field sales manager for
college- level history teacher fo r 1988. computer offerings in the refinish diviThomas R. Holm, Ph.D. (BS),
William W. Pollard, M.D. (BS), has sion of E.l. du Pont de Nemours & Co.
reports he is now working as an
opened a new medical and surgical Inc. in Wilmington, Del.
associate chemist with the Illinois State
practice in Hillsboro, Ore. Prior to his
Water Survey in Champaign, Ill .,
retirement from military medicine last
where he is conducting research on
September, he was chief of the surgery

'71
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water quality. He was a former research
assistant professor at the University of
Minnesota before tak ing his present
position.

Tom Marantette (BS) has been
named vice president of the Downtown
Ki wanis C lub of Portl and . He is vice
president of the Atiyeh Bros. , Inc. rug
specialty fi rm in Portland.

t STUDY/TRAVEL t
SUMMER 1989

• Stud y/travel programs in 9 countries
Britain, China, France, Germany, Italy, Papua New Guinea , Spain ,
Yugoslavia, and the Virgin Islands
• Program s range from 10 days to 6
weeks
• Credit or audit options
• For brochures and fu rther information
co ntact:
PSU Summer Session
PO Box 751
Portl and , OR 97207
(503) 464-4081
tol l-free in Oregon 1-800-452-4909
outsi de Oregon 1-800-547-8887

•••••••••
Terry Soriano (BS) has bee n promoted to used car manager at Beaverto n C hrys le r- Plymouth , a Lanphe re
Enterprises firm in Beaverto n, Ore.

Molly Ackley Cook (BA) has formed
a partnership in Po rtla nd with Carl In gram called 'The Mindworks Project."
The fim1 offers business consulting and
coac hing services which e mpl oy
eleme nts such as humo r in planning
a nd imple menting the huma n sid e or
o rga nizati onal change.

Rev. Stephan Ross (BS) is a new
reserve deputy for the Philomath . O re. ,
Po lice Depa rtme nt. working as the
department 's volunteer police chaplain .

Rob Stone (BA ) is pres ide nt of a new
Tiga rd . Ore .. firm . C uvee No rthwest
Inc. The firm takes its spec ial 45 - foot
encl osed mobile traile r to small er
Beverly Gladder (MST) has been wine ri es situated th rougho ut Oregon
reappo inted to the state Fair Dismi ssa l and Washington in orde r to bott le thei r
A pp ea ls Boa rd by G ov. Ne il wines on site.
Go ldschmidt. She is principal of Aloha
High Schoo l in the Beaverton. O re . .
Schoo l Distri ct.

'76

Don Goeller (MA) repo rts he has
rece ived certifi cati on from the SelfTalk Institute. Scottsdale. Ariz. , to help
him condu ct training programs fo r
bu sinesses. g roups a nd individuals
with problems related to selling, weight
loss. personal achieveme nt , moti vation
a nd pa re nting, all part of his Salem ,
O re .. bu sine;.s call ed Ti me Strateg ies
Inc.

Ben Altman (BS), owne r of Altman
Urban So luti ons. a Po rtl a nd pl ann ing
and organi zati o nal manage ment firm .
has appo inted Barbara Smolak ('76
BS) vice president of development. She
worked for Ma rri ott Corp. fo r the past
five years.

Dahli Gray, Ph.D. (MBA) . reports she
has joined the faculty of The Ame rican
Uni ve rsi ty. Was hingto n. D.C. , as
Patrick D. Schwab (BS) reports he has assoc iate professo r in the Kogod Colbeen named directo r of compute r and lege of Business Admini strati o n. She
te lepho ne in fo rma ti o n syste ms at also celebrated the birth of a daughter
C heme keta Community Coll ege in in May of last yea r.
Salem , Ore. Pri or to jo ining the college in 1983 as a mi crocompute r Conrad J. "Randy" Yost (BS) reports
spec ialist, he taught visuall y impai red he is now president and chief executi ve
stude nts in the Salem School Distri ct. offi ce r at Pl ace r Bank of Co mmerce
in Rosev ille. Cali f.
Edward J. Washington (BS ) ,
custo me r suppo rt spec iali st fo r US
West Communicatio ns in Portland , has
been na med to Tri - Met's C iti zen Advisory Committee on the Budget.

'77

Glenn Perica (BS) reports that he and
his fa mily are now in New Je rsey.
where he recently enrolled in Princeton
Theologica l Se minary 's Maste r of
Divinity deg ree program . He worked
John D. Watkins (BS) has bee n ap- as a public and private secto r pla nning
A. "Ramy" EI-Moassib (BA) has
po inted vice pres ident of fina nce a nd
consultant in the Los Angel es area fo r developed a new fi ve- minute television
administration at Radi x Microsystems
the past 12 yea rs.
program to bring the essentials of
Inc.. Beave rton, Ore. He is the fo rmer
health
education to people living in the
chief finan cial office r of Inte rconnect Donald W. Schmidt (BS) of Nygaard
provinces of North Yemen, whe re he
Techno logy of Beaverto n, a company Mims & Hoffma n CPAs, has bee n
elected 1989 pres ide nt of the Ce nt ra l is general director of the republi c's enhe helped to found in 1984.
Eastside Industrial Council in Portl and . viro nme ntal health department.

'73
Thomas Klapstein (BS) repo rts that
he is teaching history at the Uni versity o f Fl o rid a whil e pursuin g
postgraduate studies there. He and hi s
wife Elisabeth recently celebrated the
birth of the ir first c hild .
Myr la Magness ( BA ), ma rin e
ma rketing development manager fo r
the Port of Portl and , has been named
a new member of the Northwest
Reg ional China Council.

'75

Caroline Stoel (MA) has been na med
ass istant treasurer a nd membe r of the
board of directo rs of the Oregon
Hi storica l Soc iety, Portland . She is a n
adj unct assoc iate professor of hi story
at PS U.

'74
Sam Cangemi (MS) has been appo inted soc ial service counseling
supervisor at Portl and's William Temple House. He formerly wo rked with
the Peace Co rps in Libya a nd also has
wo rked with the Head Start prog ra m.

Lynne V. McFarland , Ph.D. (BS),
repo rts she has been appo inted direcMeridel Prideaux
tor of scientific affitirs at Biocodex Inc.,
a Seattle-based pharmaceutical clinical Meridel Prideaux (BA) has amicably
research firm . foll owing compl etion of dissolved he r 17- year partne rship at
her doctorate in epidemiology at the Portla nd 's Co llaborative Group Inc.
Uni versity of Washington.
advertising agency to form a new venTom Moyer (BS), founder of the Lux- ture with a Eugene, Ore. , communicaury Theatres chain of movi e houses, tions firm. The new agency, with
has signed a limited partnership agree- offi ces in both citi es, is Prideau x,
ment with Hillman Properties North- Sullivan & Pattison Adverti sing.
west to construct a $40 milli on,
24- sto ry high- rise offi ce tower and
parking structure on the site of the
fo rmer Broadway Theater building in
downtown Portla nd .

George E. Stevenson (MS) has been
named the 1987- 88 Industrial Educatio n Teacher of the Year by the
1,400- me mbe r Oregon Vocatio nal
Trade Technica l Assoc iati on.
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Debbie Swoboda (BS) coached the
Corbett. Ore., High School girls
volleyball team to its third straight
Class A state volley ball titl e Nov. 12 .
After spending II successful years at
Corbett High, she has applied for the
head vo lleyball coaching pos iti on at
nearby Rey nolds High School and will
also coach a softball team in the spring.

'78

Arthur G. Buck, Jr. (BS), president
of Tax Services Inc. , Tualatin , Ore.,
has been admitted to acti ve membership in the Oregon Association of
Publi c Accountants.

Jean Harrison (BS, '83 MUP) will
help represent the City of Beaverton,
Ore .. on a new citizens' advisory committee fo r the proposed light rail and
highway design and development in
Karen Whitehill (BA) repol1S that she co njun cti on with Tri - Met's new
and her husband Terry are authors of Wests ide Corridor Project. She is a
a new book , "40 Walks in Portland community development spec ialist for
Area Parks and Neighborhoods," Washington County, Ore.
schedu led to be rel eased in April by Ron I r inaga (BS, "ifl MBA ) and
The Mountaineers Books in Seattl e. Michael E. Osborne ('86 BS) have

'80

received certificates from the Oregon
State Board of Accountancy to practice
as certified public accountants.

Nancy Fargo (BS) and partners K.
Frank Fujitani and David Hilts,
Portland geotechnical consultants. have
purchased the Port land office of Shannon & Wi lson, Inc.
Susan Jowaiszas (BA) has joined Lucy
Z. Martin & Associates, Portl and, as
account executi ve. She will be responsibl e fo r communicati ons planning,
project supervision and client serv ice.
Dav id C. Moss (BS). fo rmer science
ed itor fo r the Vanguard stude nt
newspaper at PSU, now owns YaporSoft Inc., a firm sell ing humorous
computer- related products. The latest
is '"Nerd Perfect," an imitation computer fl oppy disc that does nothing. and
comes complete wit h a user manual.

Maureen Zimmer (BS, '80 MBA) has
bee n named general manager of Dental Management Corp. , a subsidiary of Karen Blomq uist (MBA), vice pres i- Elizabeth Stein (BS), an elementary
the Oregon Dental Association (ODA),
dent of real estate for Capital Con- physical education specia list with the
lake Oswego, Ore.
sultants Inc., Portland , has been Pa lo Alto, Calif. , Unified School
named 1989 president for the Oregon- District, expects to receive her master's
Columbia River chapter of the Institute deg ree in educati on this January from J. H . " Dutch" Sigmund (BS) is the
San Francisco State University.
new director of the civ il engineering
of Rea l Estate Management.
divi sion of Land Development ConDona ld A. Bloodworth (BS) has been J ud i Brenes (MST) has been named
sultants Inc., a Hillsbo ro, Ore . . civ il
promoted to controller of PacifiCorp ass istant sales director for Kaiser Pereng ineering firm .
Fina nc ia l Services in Port land . manente in Portland. She is the former
Michael D. Wagoner ('76 BS) has program director fur the organization's Diana Burns (BS) has been appoi nted
been elected treasurer of the fi rm .
adolescent Chemical Health Program . director of finance for the Association
for Portland Progress. She is a codirector in the Portland offi ce of
Touche Ross & Co. CPAs.

'79

'81

~ PSU Summer Session 1989
.....
.... Study/travel programs in 10 countries Australia. Britain. China. France, Germany. Italy.
Papua New Guinea. Spain. Yugoslavia. and the
Virgin Islands.

.... Variety - over 500 cou rses to choose from. including a dazzling array of cou rses taught by 1nternat1onal visiting professors.
.... Language study - 19 foreign languages and a
one-week Spanish and French language refresher
on Mt. Hood.
.... Special programs and event s - 1nclud1ng Con stitution courses. Revolution cou rses. and the
award-wi nning lectu res series. Tou r the World at
Home this Summer

Mar k Reaksecker, DMD (BS), has
begun hi s dental practice at the 82 nd
Drive Dental Clinic in Clackamas,
Ore. He rece ived his degree in dentistry at the Oregon Health Sciences
University, Portland , in 1988.
Jo Rym er (BS) has been made a partner of Culver- Stowell Inc., and also
promoted to general manager of Pro
Tern Profess ional Temporary Services
in Portland .

Paul ~!dram
Paul D. Waldram (BS) is a new
associate with Preising & Probst CPAs,
Portland .

'83
Beverly Davis (BS), marketing and administrative manager of Wilsey & Ham
Pacific Inc. , has been promoted to
associate in the Portl and offi ce of the
Northwest planning and engineering
firm .

.... Special interest progra.rns off-campu s - rang·
ing from Volcanic Studies in Hawaii to Alpine
Ecology on Mt Hood.

'82

.... Designed fo r you - no admission required, no
additional tuition fo r non-residents. easy phone or
mail-in registration, and on-campus classes
guaranteed regardless of class size

Dan Blunk (Ph .D.) repol1S he is now
working as environmental manager for
Monterey Mushrooms Inc. in Watsonville, Calif. , where he is responsible
for 12 of the firm 's fac ilities located in
five states.

Donna Fischna ller (BS) has jo ined
AT&T as an account executi ve in the
firm 's General Business Systems Division , Portl and . She is a former area
sales manager for Continental/Eastern
Ai rlines Sales, Inc. in Portland .

Kathy K . C hiu (BS) has been promoted to assistant vice president of Key
Bank of Oregon's corporate accounting
department in the firm's Portland headquarters offi ce. She has been with the
bank since 1981.

Naomi Keck (MPA) has been promoted to assistant vice president in the
Portland office of Government Finance
Associates Inc. She has been with the
company for three years and has served
in the public finance fi eld since 1984.

For brochures and a complimentary copy of the 1989 Summer
Session catalog , contact: PSU Summer Session
PO. Box 751
Portland, OR 97207
(503) 464-4081

toll-free in Oregon: 1-800-452-4909
outside Oregon: 1-800-547-8887
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David M . l..omnicki (BS), a senior
loan analyst with Standard Insurance
Co. in Portland, has been elected president of Ri ver East Progress Inc .. a
non- profit organizati on in Portland
which speciali zes in financing the
growth of small business.

Donna Klover (MS) has been appointed a seni or caree r consultant tor
Kevane & Associates, a career consulting firm in Portland .

Sandra Mathern- Smith
Sandra Mathern-Smith (BA) is a
new assistant professor of dance at
Denison University in Granville. Ohio.
Pri or to coming to Denison, she was
an instructor of modern dance a l the
University of Wisconsin- Mad iso n.

Michael Brewin (BS) is now the news
ed itor at "The Clackamas County ·
ews," a weekly newspaper published
Michael Lawrence Delaney (BS) has
in Estacada . Ore.
Ruth Handlin, CPA (MT), has join- been awarded his certified pub! ic aced Sander, Perkins & Co: Inc. as a tax countant certificate by the Oregon
Board of Accountancy. He is a senior
manager for the Portland firm .
accountant with Laventhol & Horwath
James S. Kidd (BS) has been in Portland .
authorized by the International Board
of Certified Financial Pl anners, Inc. to Raedene J. A. Keeton (BS) has been
use the titl e Certified Financial Plan- promoted to vice president of the cash
ner (CF P). He works at Intervest management department at Security
Financial Advisors Inc. in Portland . Pacifi c Bank in Portland .
Polly Parish (MBA) has been named Tess McBride-Ratty (BS), vice presito fill an international trade spec iali st dent of Media West Inc. of Beaverton ,
position in the ag ricultural marketing Ore., has been elected president of the
and development division of the Beaverton Arts Commission executive
Oregon Department of Agriculture. board for 1989. Pat Reser ('80 MS) has
She fo rmerly worked in First Interstate been elected board secretary.

'ITT

Bank 's international banking division.

'86

Rene C hangsut (BS, '88 MST) has
bee n
ap po inted
co ns ult a nt
Bob Ogle (MBA) has joined the kinesiotherapi st and director of the
Port land office of Peat Marwi ck Main employee fitness program at Safeway
& Co. CPAs as staff auditor. He was Stores' giant bread plant in Clackamas,
fo rmerly empl oyed with two loca l Ore.
financial institutions during the past II
Steven B. Cochrane (BS) was recentyears.
ly appointed general manager at Scenic
Air Service, an aircraft sales, rental,
instruction and mai ntenance firm
located at the Troutdale, Ore. , Airport .
Al Gosiak (BS) is the new vice presi- Sebastian Degens (MUP) has been
dent of fin ance and controller for elected pres ident of REACH ComDuckwall- Pooley Fruit Co., the largest munity Development Inc. , a private,
independent fruit packer and shipper non- profit community development
in Oregon's Hood River Valley. He is corporation in southeast Portl and. He
Hood Ri ver Cou nty's forme r director is a senior pl anner in the Port of
of budget and finance.
Portland's land development di vis ion.

'84

MaryLee Planer (BA) has been appointed director of development for the
Tuality Hea lthca re Foundation in
Hillsboro, Ore. She is the former director of development for Portland Civic
Theater.

'85
Linda J . Barnett (BS) is the new
full - time manager of the Music
Enrichment Association in Coos Bay,
Ore. She is responsible for pl anning ,
supervising and administering the
Oregon Coast Music Festival , as well
as the group's concert series. She
recently completed an arts admini stration fellowship in the music program
of the National Endowment for the
Arts in Washington, D.C.

Joan Joyce (MS), special education
department head and teacher at Fowler
Junior High School in Tigard , Ore. ,
has been named a new board member
of The Spinal Cord Association.
Michael Nyberg (BS) has been promoted to marketing manager for cycling, cleated and new product lines at
AVlA Athletic Footwear, Portland .
Jon V. Owens (BS) has been named
an investment executive with the
Portland office of Dai n Bosworth Inc.
He is a former product administrator
with ESCO Corporation in Portland .

Frederick J. Neimann ('64 BS) died
Jan . 22 when hi s commercial fishing
boat exploded in Morro Bay, Calif. He
was 49. Hi s wife of ten years had died
in 1988.
Norman D. Price III ('69 BS), a vice
president for Reser's Fine Foods,
Beaverton, Ore., died of pneumonia
Jan . 7 in a Portland-area hospital. He
was 43.
Ronald L. Hess ('70 BS), chief financial officer since 1979 for Gardner &
Beedon, a large Portland wholesale
electrical and hardware equipment
firm , died of leukemia Jan. 3 in a
Portland hospital. He was 41.

Jean E. Buckingham ('73 BS). a
retired Clackamas County schoo lteacher, died of cance r Jan . 6 in a
Ronald F. Williams (BS) has opened Portland- area hospita l.
an income tax and accounting service
Juanita Mae "A nita" Quiton C7:l
combined with a mail service business
BS), a U.S. Peace Corps volunteer and
in Longview, Wash.
rural education coordinator, was killed
Dec. 16 in an automobile accident near
Belfast, South Africa. She was 39. She
had been working in neighboring
Alice Archer (BS) has joined the audit Swaziland and was beginning a vacadepartment of Laventhol & Horwath tion journey with other Peace Corps
volunteers when their car crashed down
CPAs in the firm 's Portland offi ce.
a mountainside.
P. Barton DeLacy (MUP), a commercial real estate appraiser and pres ident Cynthia Callis Oberg ('77 BS), a bus
of Appraisa l Group Inc. of Portland , and ra il acces ibility planner for Trihas been appointed to a two- year term Met and a former Portland State
on the Lake Oswego, Ore., Pl anning employee, died Dec. 23 in a Portland
hos pita l of compli cati o ns during
Commission.
surgery. She was 37. She received the
Patricia Schwartz (MS) , a learning
Sonja Hilton Award posthumously on
speciali st in the West Linn , Ore., Jan . 13 fo r her contributions to civil
School District, has been named to the and human rights for people with
board of directors of Portland's Tree of
disabilities. Mrs. Oberg served as hanLearning High School as parent dicapped student services coordinator
representative. The facility is an alterat PSU from 1978- 86.
native high school for students with
Hulda A. DeVaughn ('79 BA), a
learning disabilities.
Portl and homemaker, died Dec. 5 at
Julie Simpson (MST) reports she is home of heart di sease. She was 88. At
a new kinesiotherapist fo r th e the time of her death , she was workRichl and , Wash., School District , ing on her master's degree and had just
where she provides therapy for children compl eted a thesis for one of her
with handicaps.
classes.
Carl N. Yount (BS) has been named Judith Ann Hein ('79 BA), a former
staff consultant at DWB Assoc iates English instructor at Portland State,
Inc., a software and system design con- died at home Jan. 10 of complications
sulting firm in Beaverton, Ore.
resulting from multiple sclerosis. She

'88

was 50. She received PSU's Hel en
Oliver Award in 1979, the year she
graduated with a 4.0 grade point
George A. Price (Vanport), a retired
average. She then taught English until
Alice Scannell (CRT) is the newly ap- administrator with the Beaverton, Ore., 1981 when she retired because of ilpointed program coordinator of the School District, died of congestive lness. 0
Senior Adult Learning Center at PSU. heart fui lure Jan. 9 in his home. He was
She has been working in PSU 's In- 59. When he retired in 1987, he was
stitute on Aging on various gerontology principal of Barnes Elementary School
grant projects since 1984.
in Beaverton .

In Memoriam
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Baseball

Grapplers win
NCAA title
Pound for Pound , five Portland State
wrestlers proved themselves quickest and
best during the NCAA Division II national championships March 4-5 in Pennsylvania. The team brought home five
individual titles and the championship
trophy, while Coach Marlin Grahn walked
away with Division II Coach of the Year.
The Viking competitors, all from
Or.egon high Schools and now
underclassmen , included Broderick Lee
(118 lbs .), James Sisson (134 lbs.) , Travis
West (142 lbs.) , Dan Russell (150 lbs.)
and Tony Champion (177 lbs.).
More good news: Division II wrestling
coaches from across the nation selected
Portland State as the host for next year's
national tournament, providing the NCAA
approves and a $10,000 guarantee can be
raised by Portland State.
" We'll be seeking to raise that money
from corporations and businesses," Coach
Grahn promised .

Home games
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
May
May
May
May
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Univ. of Washington*, 1:30 pm
Gonzaga* (2), Noon
Eastern Washington* (2), Noon
Univ. of Washington*, 3 pm
Linfield , 1 pm
Canadian Nationals, 2 pm
Eastern Oregon, 3 pm
Univ. of Portland* (2), 10:30 am
Oregon State* (2) , 5:30 pm
Canadian Nationals, 1 pm
* PAC- IO Conference

All games at Civic Stadium . Call
464-4000 for tickets .

Softball
Home games
Basketball winners.

Michele Hughes

(left) and Cathy Kuntz admire the Hi story

Resources trophy the team won in the final
meet between PSU and University of Portland .
The annual award was established this year by
History Resources owner and PSU alumna Linda S. Dodds. The Viking hoopsters ended their
season as winners for the first time in 12 years,
with a 14- 13 record.

Love returns
In January, former Athletic Director
Roy Love returned as head of that department , and Pokey Allen , interim director,
announced he would continue as PSU's
head football coach.
Love directed PSU's athletic program
from 1972 until he resigned in 1986. He
was head baseball coach at Portland State
for 13 years, was assistant football coach
from 1961-71, and served as PSU's golf
coach the past two years.
Allen signed a new two-year contract
which ended speculation that he might
leave PSU after achieving back-to-back
appearances in the NCAA Division II national championship game. Love said that
Allen will be heavily involved with him
in community fund raising and
sponsorships.

I
8
9
13
25
27
3
6
7
9

Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.
Apr.

4
5
7
8
18
23
28
29
30

Warner Pacific, 3 pm
Lewis & Clark, 4 pm
Oregon State, 2:30 pm
Univ. of Oregon , I pm
Western Oregon , 4 pm
Univ. of Oregon , 1 pm
Pacific Lutheran , 5 pm
Linfield , 1 pm
Pacific, 1 pm

All games at Erv Lind Stadium .

On parade.

Football Coach Pokey Allen and Volleyball Coach Jeff Mozzochi led their teams
through downtown Portland on Viking Athletics Appreciation Day, proclaimed for Dec. 13 by
Mayor Bud Clark . The women's volleyball team won the NCAA II national championship, and the
football team finished first again in the Western Football Conference and made it to the NCAA
Division II national championship game.

I

Performing Arts

May 14

Brown Bag Concerts

May 15

Noon , 75 Lincoln Hall , Free.
Mar. 30 Mary Karen Clardy,
flute
Tomas Svoboda, piano
Apr. 4
Ron Jensen , saxophone
Apr. 6
Apr. 11 Woodwind Conspiracy
Apr. 13 PSU Symphonic Band ,
Lincoln Hall Aud.
Apr. 18 Columbia Saxophone
Group
Apr. 20 PSU Music Students
Apr. 25 Zephyr, woodwind
quintet
Apr. 27 Composition students
of Tomas Svoboda
May 2
John Tamburello,
classical electric guitar
May 4
Ava Brenneman,
clarinet
Nancy Strand , vocal s
May 9
May 11 Mu Phi Epsilon
May 16 PSU Faculty Chamber
Players
May 18 PSU Clarinet Students
May 23 Quintessence Chamber
Players
May 25 PSU Student
Ensembles
May 30 Maria Choban , piano
June 1 Richard Spece, clarinet

CALENDAR!

Symphonic Band ,
8 pm, $3/$2/ Free
PSU Jazz Lab Band ,
8 pm , $3/$2/ Free

Opera
Lincoln Hall Aud . $7.50/$5.
May 26- "The Bartered Bride,"

28
June 2- 8 pm on May 26, 27,
4
June 2, 3; 3 pm on
May 28, June 4

Contemporary Dance
8 pm , Lincoln Hall Aud .
$10/$8/$6 ; 464- 4440.
Apr. 7

Trisha Brown Company

Dance Performance
212 Shattuck. Call 464-3131.
Mar. 30- Student Cynthia
Apr. 1 Chimienti, Mar. 30,
Noon ; Mar. 31 &
Apr. I , 8 pm. Free
Apr. 27- Alumni Sara Grindle &
29
Bonnie Nedrow, 8 pm,
$8/$6
May 3
David Dunn , 7 pm,
Free
May U, Judy Patton & Co. ,
13, 19, 20 8 pm , $7/$5

8 pm , Lincoln Hall Aud .;
464- 4440

8 pm, Lincoln Hall Aud.
$15/$7.50/$5 ; 464- 4440.

May 3-6, " Fifth of July,"
10-13 $5/$4/$2 (May I
$1 preview)

11
May 8-9 Takacs String Quartet

Piano Series
Lincoln Hall Aud . $10/$8.50/
$61$3 ; 464- 4440.
Apr. 16
May 14
June 11

Bella Davidovich ,
4 pm
Russell Sherman , 4 pm
Gyorgy Sebok , 7 pm

Concerts
Lincoln Hall Aud . (except
Apr. 22) .
Apr. 2

Florestan Trio Concert,
4 pm , $7.50/$5/Free
Apr. 11, PSU Band Festival
8 am-5 pm , Free
Apr. 22 PSU Orchestra, 8 pm,
Smith Center
Ballroom , $3/$2 /Free
May 7
Trio Viento, 4 pm,
$6/$4/ Free

u

l'eats Symposium
Call 234- 6958 for details.
Apr. 10- " The Theatre of Myth :
15
The Neglected Drama
of W.B. Yeats"

PSU/Hokkaido
University Symposium
Apr. 13

Keynote speaker:
Eleanor Jorden ,
Japanese Language,
Johns Hopkins Univ. ,
8 pm , 298 Smith
Center
Apr. 13- Sessions on
15
Comparative Ed .
(464- 4750) ; Language
& Lit. (464- 3522);
Economics & Regional
Dev. (464- 3246); Environmental Science &
Resources (464- 4980).

Mental Health
Workshop
8 am- 5 pm , 75 Lincoln Hall.
May 4

Theater Arts

Chamber Music
Apr. 10- Guarneri Quartet

Special Events

Education Conference
11:30 am-5 pm, Portland Marriott Hotel , call 464- 4788.
May 18

Summer Repertory
Theater
Lincoln Hall Aud . Call
464-4612 .
June 28July 15
July 19Aug. 5
Aug. 926

" How the Other Half
Loves"
TBA , Wm . Tate
directing
"Crimes of the Heart"

Readers Theater
Noon , 115 Lincoln Hall , Free.
May 16- Call 464-4612

18
May 23- Wm . Tate directing
25

"Joining Forces: Linking Mental Health &
University/Community
College Programs"

" Education & Entrepreneurship :
Creating the Enterprising Community"

Ethical Issues
Symposium

Viking Classic
Starts on campus : 8:14 am walking race, $5; 8:30 am road race ,
$6 ; I- shirt , $7.
May 21

Golf Tournament
Tualatin Country Club. Dinner,
golf, prizes, $125. Call
464-4000.
May 22 Annual PSU Scholarship Scramble Golf
Tournament

Public Policy
Workshop
Noon , Portland Hilton Hotel , call
464- 4788.
June 27 Carl Sagan's keynote
address: "The Fork in
the Road : Two Futures
for the Human
Species," followed by
two sessions

Lectures
Middle &st Forum
7:30 pm , Free. Call 464- 4074.
Mar. 30 ' 'America's Relationship
with Israel ," Lincoln
Hall Aud .
Apr. 27 " The Search for Peace
in the Middle East," 75
Lincoln Hall

Technology
Management
Tektronix Building 50 Aud .,
Free. Call 464- 4860.
Mar. 31

5:30 pm, 75 Lincoln Hall , Free.
May 18

" Property or Person :
Who Owns
The Child?"

Music Camp

Apr. 14
May 5

Lincoln Hall , $60, call 464- 3011 .
June 15- PSU High School
19
Music Camp

Forms available at 423
Smith Center & major
athletic retail outlets

May 5

" New Directions in
Forecasting &
Technological Risk
Management ," 3 pm
" Strategic Management
of Projects," 3 pm
"Multi- Stage Financing
of Technology .Based
Start-Up Firms," 2 pm
" Problem Solving in
Technology Management," 3:30 pm

Honors Colloquium
Call 464- 4928.
Apr. 5, 6 "Meaning, Structure &
History in the Pensees
of Pascal"
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Nina Mae Kellogg
Noon, 53 Cramer Hall , Free.
Apr. 3 " Global Change: A
Human Interest
Agenda"
" Law as a Foundation
for World Peace"
''American Globalism"
"Congress & the
Military Lobby"
"The Other Nuclear
Arms Race"
"The Classroom as
Seedbed for Peace"
" Economics of Peace"
"Toward Common
Security"

Speakers Board
Noon, Smith Center Ballroom,
call 464-4452 .
Apr. 12 Shirley Chisholm

Interdisciplinary
3 pm , 290 Smith Center, Free.
Apr. 16 " Visible - Lisible:
William Morris & the
Kelmscott Press"
"Cross Cultural Notions of Power"

3 pm , 338 Smith Center, Free.
May 3 Frederick Crews

PSU Women's Assoc.
Noon , 338 SMC, $20.
May 4 " Northwest Passages,"
E. Crownhart-Vaughn
in a luncheon- lecture

Tour the World
Noon , 338 Smith Center, Free.
June 21 "South Africa Today"
June 28 "The American
Revolution from the
Canadian Perspective"
July 5: " Yugoslavia in
Transition"

Carl Sagan
7 pm, Civic Auditorium, call
464-4788.
June 27 "The Origins of Life
in the Universe & the
Search for Extraterrestrial Intelligence"

Visual Arts
Silver Gallery
8 am- 8 pm weekdays, 238 Smith
Center, Free.
Mar. 8- Photo from M.J.
Apr. 10 Schultz's Portfolio
Workshop
Apr. 12- Photos from A.
May 15 Capone's Portrait Class
May 17- Images of Portland
June 19 photo exhibit

Littman Gallery
12- 4 pm, 250 Smith Center,
Free.
Mar. 30- Society of Illustrators
Apr. 28 (reception Apr. 6, 5-7
pm)

White Gallery
8 am-IO pm weekdays, 2nd floor
Smith.
Mar. 30- Marion Wood Kolisch,
Apr. 28 photos (reception Apr.
6, 5-7 pm)

Gallery 299
8 am-9 pm, 299 Neuberger Hall ,
Free.
Apr. 3-14 " Raintowers"
Apr. 17- C. Fitzpatrick,
28
painting
May 1-12 C. Corcoran , glass

Student Art Exhibit
2nd floor Neuberger Hall , Free.
Call 464-3515 for tours.
Weekdays, 8 am-8 pm .
May 15- Multi-media exhibit
June 2

Campus Notes
May 29 Memorial Day Holiday.
University closed.
April- Summer term advance
June 2 registration.
June 9 Commencement, 7:30
pm, Memorial
Coliseum.
June 19 General registration for
summer term. Evening
classes begin .
June 20 Day classes begin .

